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PREFACE 

The main object of t.his study is to examine the development of 

Canadian immigration policy_ .To deal canprehensively with such a 

subject would, of course" never be accomplished by an undergl'aduate in 

one hundred pages and within the space of a few crowd.ed months. An 

adequate treatment might involve any number of fields - - ' economics, 

soci ology, history" philosophy, law; it might include an analysis of past 

trends" pre·sent poliey, or even an attempt at prognostication; it might 

trespass into a complrison 'of other countriea t problems; it might even 

dare to quest,lcm whether policy 1s being d.ecided by the people or for 

them. Such ' fields o£ inquiry be(:kon temptingly, and the task of confining 

one ' s curiosity to the re periphery ia a difficult one. Oflnecessity, 

then, a more modest goal has been set up. This goal is a two-fold one: 

to satisty the writer' a curiosity conc rning Canadian immigration - -

when and hy did 1 t vary in volume, what effect bad it on Canada, mo 

decides how much t.here will be? -- and secondly, to get to the root of 

popular opinions on immigration policy. 

All human beings, not excepting Canadians, are nowadays anxious 

to ae~e more and more of the comforts of life. as well as the security 

that these will continue. But all humans, and especially Canadians, are 

awakening to the realization that a fatter ~-envelope depends not only 

on what the union ' can squeeze out of the employer, but also on t.he 

elusive and remote functioning of such things as o!'ld trade, and national 

development, as wheat contracts and immigration policy. A subject that 

is both timely and popular, immigration policy is certainly one around 

which ther is an ample cloak ot prejudice, ignorance and exaggeration. 
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This thesis is an attempt to find an answer to some of these popular 

fallacies. 

The gr~undwork for such an appreciation of a contemporary problem 

lies in the direction of history and theoretical analysis, and the keyword 

is soon found to be "estimate" . For lthou heconomies is ri~tly 

described as a science, our shortcomings in understanding the economy's 

complex inner-working are certain to show up with the first practical 

problem. The physicist, it is argUed~ can tell to a decimal point the 

effect on a mechanical system of a change in some part of the meehani . , 

yet the economist, \"Ihen asked what effect an infiux of so many thousand 

immigrants would have on the eeon , can only advance a list of possi-

.bUities, qualified by such terms as ceteris eribus. But the fact that 

man is just eOmm.encing to harness the sciences dealing with his society, 

or that this task is infinitely complicated by the human element which is 

its stuff and substance, ne d not discourage yet another attempt at 

' intelligent speculation' . 

I gratefully ackno ledge the help in the preparation of this 

r;nesis Of all whe have read and criticized the manuscript or parts of 

it, and have provided valuable suggestions. In particular I am indebted 

to Miss Betty Belle Robinson of the Department of Political Economy for . . 

her unfailing encouragement and patient guidance throughout the year. 

In its earlier stages, I had the privilege of the late Professor 

W. Burton Hurd's advice and inspiration. 

McYaster University 
Hamilton, Ontario 
May, 1950 

W.R.H. 
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PART I 

THE PAST 



CHAPTER I 

THE NATURE OF I GRATION .AND RESTRICTIVE POLICIES 

lAigration, which covers both el'l'dgration and immigration, may be 

roughly defined as "the movem.ent of tree indiViduals from one poll tical 

state to another with the intention of effect! a l a sting change in 

permanent residence tl
•
1 To merely define it thu reveals, rather than 

• 

resolves, the difficulties involved in · descr ibing the nat'Ul'e of mi ration. 

As Isaac2 points out, migration may be defined to include both emigra.tion 

- -:0 the movement away rrom the country of former residence, and .immigratlon 

-- the movement into the new country, · yet each movement is a different 

phenomenon, requiring often a different motivation and certainly dis

similar psycholo 1c 1 experiences. In the second place, the line drawn 

between an immigrant and a non-immigrant (a transient) on th e basis or 
length ot residence is often q.J.lte arbltrary'. There may be those who 

intend to remain in the country of immigration, yet who emigrate again 

in a few years; or there y be those ho arrive with the idea ot oving 

south like the birds as soon as possible, yet who remain tor the rest 

ot their lives. It is comparatively simple to arbitrarUy classify inter-
/. . 

national mi rants on paper, but the practical difficulties still remain. 

There have been tew attempts (and none very successful) to distinguish 

between "permanent" arid "transitory" emigrants either in Immigration Law 

l L. G. Reynolds, ~he British Immigrant, (Toronto, Oxford University 
Press, 1955) 5. 

2J. Isaac, The Economics of Vigration (Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner 
and Co. J Ltd; london 1947) 26. 
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or in Government statistics, and this is but one of the real difficulties 

in interpreting migration statistics. The fact that Canada has kept no 

adequate record of emigration from this country' further co licates 

analyt;ds, and 1 ve us dependent upon United states records, JlI1 rtieularly 

Census data, to estimate at l~st a partial accQunting of emigration 

movements • . 

Why do people brak the ties of homeland, native-tongue and 

friendship to start lite over in a strange new land? As has lread7 

been intimat d, t.here y be two separate motivations 1I:J.vQlved. Firstly, 

there is the one which operates in the counttiy of emigration to dislocate 

the individual trom his stable position and to make him dissatisfied 

with life there. This is usually termed the "push" or :repellent force. 

In the second place, there is that which operates in the country of 

immigration, to lUre the individual by real or fictitious advantage to 

seek a new hom.e. This may be t.ermed the "puU" or attracting factor. 

Greatest of all mcb1lizing forces is that of economic misfortune 

in the home country. th the displao mant of hand labour by chines 

during the Industrial Revolution and after, labourers often found that 

valuable sk111s now brought no livelihood on the market. Faced with the 

prospect of beg:Lnning over gain in a new occupation, many chose to 

make their new start in another country. Economic nece sity may aris 

fro other causes. Reynoldsi lists landlord! , high rents and dis

criminatory taxation as reasons for heavy emigration fr0m rural areas in 

Ireland, It:,aly and Austri.a-Hungary.. Land enclosure in England (and more 

particularly in. Scotland) forced crowding into urban areas where a 

3Reynolds, 0p. cit., 6. 
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depressive effect u.pon wages was the r sult. This low level of wages 

and the pessimistic outlook ~ith regard to .future change in the 

standard of living caused di.scontent and led to a desir ttJ Iltry one"s 

luck else heren.~us in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

land enclosure was a significant f actor contributing to t he growth of 

celonies in' Canada · Eastern Tewnshipa. Although adv rse ea:> nomic 

conditiens are probably t he oldest and most important rep llent forces, 

religious, or political persecution may also lead people to. see out a 

ore tole,rant place of residence . The migration of the Pilgrim F: ther s 

and of the ennonites and Doukhooo.rs illustrates this desire to. 'escape 

from rell ou intust1ee; those who f'I d befere the Nazi hordes in this 

last war, as well as the mor recent mi rations from Communis t-doJll:inated 

countries" show that political disoo.ntent is stUI an important npusbft 

force. 

'fur now to. co.nsider the '"pull U forces, the at important 

again seems to be the economie one - the attractien of high 111 ages and 

favourable orking conditions -- in nera1, the prospect of increa.sing, 

one--S-real income. Reynolds4 points to several studies which 'app ar to. 

demonstrate that gration to any count.ry is greatest when that eountry 

is enjopng a rlod of pJ'osper1ty. The rapid expansion of Canada. in the 

nineteenth century provided opportunities tor immi ants to. rise in t he 

economic and social scale at a rate which auld have been 1m sible in 

the home- land. Again, other fore s besides economic enes exert an 

important influence. These include the charm of the unkno , the oppo~ 

tun1ty fer adventure and, of course, the assurance of freedo.m - - political 

and religious. 

4Ibid. 7 citing M. S. Jerome, gl'ation and the Business Cyele, 
121, 208. 
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Among the l1JQst significant attraetions (signifieant tor this study 

especially) are the methods of manipulation e ployed b.Y rious sectors 

in the count.ry of immigration to lure, or on the other hand, to discourage, 

immigrants. Railway and. steamship companies, Who stand to gain bY' 

extensive immigration bae employed several methods to attract customers . 

These include highly coloured pamphlet ' illustrating the endless bounty 

in the country of immigration) as well as the employment of persuasive 

selling.agents to operate in Euro an ports. In recent years this sort 

of thing has been r strieted by law and discouraged by the necessity for 

prospective grants to comply with selective immigra-tien condition. 

Busine-ss leaders may also lend their suppo-rt to immigration seh me'S, 

since such schemes usually assure them an abundant Sllpply of laboulf_ On 

t he other hand, orga 1z:ed labour usually does all in it pow r to 

disCQurage immi~ration and to protect wa e- rates from the competition of 

immigrant labour which may underbid native labour. In this same class 

is tbe French Canadian element in Oanada, traditionally opposed to 

immigration in order to prote:ct their culture and religion. As this study 

will attempt to show in Part. n in relation to Canada, Government policy 

in the country of immigration is the resultant of the relative strength 

of such conflicting groups. 

The relative importance of the lIpushrt and "pull" factors has 

vari. d thrw.ghQut the history of migr tion movements. Before the wide 

ace ptanee of 1ais8 z-faire phUosophy, popularized by Adam Smith; there 

was actually Uttle free migration in the dern sense.. The ereantillsts 

with their Nationalist policies stressed the value of a l arge population 

in the strengthening of a nation, and in the accumulation of its wealth. 

With increasing freedom of movement the character of migration gradually 

changed. Until about 1850 migration was determined l argely by the 
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rePellent forces, b.Y conditions in Euro _an countries; from 1850 to 

roughly 1914 the movement was primarily influenced by conditions in 

North America. Transportation became cheaper and more convenient, and 

the advantages of the new lands were matters of common kno~ledge. A 

new phase in the history of recent tmm1gration began atter 1914 when 

entry into the ~e i'iorld was no longer free and unimpeded. Quotas and 

restrictive legislation, as well as selective measures, siite prospective 

immigrants and cut down the numbers admitted. Government action in the 

field of restriction also took place in some countries of em! ration, 

with the purpose of keeping th-eir citizens at home. 

It is generally felt that some government action in the receiving 

countries was justified in order to relieve obvious cases of occupational 

maladjustment and soeial dependency. In addition, students of the question 

were beginning to realize the effects on the nation of unassimilated 

nationality groups. As a consequence, Canada imposed a prohibitive poll 

tax on Chinese immigrants, and folIoed this example of discrimination 

by the Chinese Immigration Act of 1925, which prohibited practically any 

immigration frQm China. At the same time, a "gentleman's agreement u5 with 

J pan prevented Japanese immigration of any consequence. During the inter

war years restrictions were gradually extended to cover many classes of 

European immigrants, and were repl aced by extreme~ restrictive easures 

during the great depression. Now the tide is turning. The significant 

element in migration may -no longer be the restrict! ve measures imposed 

by the country of 1mmi~ratlon. It may in the near future be the source 

5Isaac, Ope cit., 54 . 
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of prospective immigrants. Although the war-dislocated industries of 

Europe and the threat of communist upheaval may mean a bleak fUture for 

many European citizens, they are too often unable to begin· again in a 

new countr,y because of both emigration and immigration restrictions. 

Certain tactors have been used by immigrant countries to determine 

the desirable volume o£ immigration.6 ~ong these are such concepts as 

'optimum population', 'carrying capacity', tabsorptive capaCity ' and 

'capacity to assimilate immigr ts l • Population carrying capacity relates 

to the number of people which could b supported in a country if all 

resources were fully utilized without reference to ·why, in actual fact, 

all resources are not exploited. This is at best a very rough gauge and 

of little use in formulating a short- term policy . The capacity of a 

population to absGrb immigrants, on the other hand, considers the actual 

rate at whioh a country, as presently deveLoped, can rece.! va ilPmigrants 

without being subject to adverse consequences. Since the develo ant of 

a country is constantly chang:i.ng, this easure varies constantly also, but 

for this very reason is valuable to those ctmsldering an immigration 

plan for a short period. In the third place, as imilation deals with 

that process by which individuals of different <1ult.ural backgrounds, but 

living in the same country , Itachieve a cultural solidarity, sufficient 

at least to sustain national existence".? This matter i s becaming 

increasingly important, especially in the "melting pot of the world", 

the United States. 

One of the most important theoretical approaches to the subject 

of limiting immigration is found in the optimum theory of population. This 

SHere I am indebted to lea c's analysis, Ibid. -
'Ibid. 1&>. -
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considers the question of size of population in tel' '" of the optimum which 

provides the greatest real income per capita -- natural resources~ 

technical knowledge and capital remaining constant. The et feet of 

these variables can be illustrated qy Canada's national development. Isaac8 

believes that Canada r S popultltion is below optimum, and as a result is 

one factor in hampering development. He sugge.sts that tildu trial costs 

here are higher than would be the ease if mass production methods coul d 

be employed; that costs of local government and transportation place B. 

burden on Canadians which, in turn, impede a. more rapid increase in 

native-po~ation growth. Isaae9 also sho show capiu 1 imports to 

Canada and heavy immigration to this country have gone Mnd in hand. The 

fa.ct that they did go together, he suggests, may account for the apparent 

lack of friction in absorbing immigrants into Canada, as compared with that 

witness d in the United states. Othe rea sons, such as cheaper land 

prices, 18$ser population density and the United States "aafety-ru e" 

may also have helped. He quotes figures for capital imports into Canada 

for the period 1900 to 1910 as increasing from $1,200 million to A 2~448 

million (104 per cent chan ) and rea~g $5~700 in 1915 (208 per cent 

change) . A 1 rge inflow of eapita~ wit out accompanying influx of imrrJ.gramts, 

he feels, would have driven wages so high that the rgina1 produet1v1tT 

of capital would have fallen below the current rate of interest, and no 

further foreign capital would haw been fort hcoming. On the other hand, 

immigration without eapital imports would have depressed va as and 

meant serious dislocation. 

8Ibid• 100 . 

9lbid• 251 . -
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Human migration is, therefore, a complex phenomenon involving a 

series ot tar-reaehing effects on the lives of immi rants and in the 

national development of the areas to which they come. Until recently, 

Canadian Imrntgration Policy has been based infrequently on scientific 

grounds, more often catering to the wishes of individuals or interest 

groups. One re ult is that Canadian data concerning the e·ffeet of 

imm1gration on her ecOllOfI\V -- results upen which an informed 

poli.cy might be based -.- are scarce and inadeCDlate. 

"gration 



CHAPTER II 

Ii HISTORY OF CANADWI I WIGRATION AND IMMIGRA'nON POLICY 

It has otten been said that Canada is a nation buUt by 

immigration, that most of its citizens are immigrants or deeendants of 

immigrants. Yet the history of population growth i.:11 Canada is a much 

more complex and interesting stuqr than. this statement purports. Not 

only have there been enormous variations in the volume of :inmi rants, 

largely reflecting the economic conditions of the period in question, 

but also an equally volatile movenent of emigrants from Canada. These 

two move ents, motivated by 'push' and 'pull' forces, along with natural 

increase, combined to determine the rate of growth of the population. 

Until the period of economic depression in the late twenties migration 

to and from Canada' s borders operated with very 11 ttle restriction from 

Government legislation. The official policies of the Colonie on this 

qtlestion, and of the Federation after 1861, reflected a willingness to 

add to numbers by immigration, and even the Immi ation Act of 1910 

laid few restrictions on prospective immigrants, with the exception of 

pbysical and ental requirements. One might generalize, then, by 

dividing the history of Canadian immigration into roughly three periods: 

until roughly 1850 the' push' forces were relat.ively more important 

than in later period, vbile the demand for immigrants was unlimited; 

from 1850 until 1929 the pull of new frontier·s waiting to be opened 

became the uppermost for-ce; in t his period there was only the mildest 

select! ve policy based on exclusion of lun tics and other social 

10 
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unaeceptables. But with t he war and t he ensuing depression~ immigration 

was prohibited, with the exception of on~ a few classes of persons. 

This third period, in which government poliey has been t he dominant 

element in determining the extent of irnI4gr.ation, continues t oday .. 

1608 ... 1850 

For three hundred yearsl atter the first Freneh settler in 

Canada in 1600, irom1grants pushed slowly but firmly from the Atlantic 

to the Pacific coast, pausing now and then to build up fjumping ... otf· 

bases for further settle ent.. But from this first sett1entent untU 

the French Regime fell to t he Br~tish in 1765, immigration was 

eonsi.stently s10. N ither the climate, accessible natural :reS) urces 

nor offiei 1 policy was eneouraging. With the British ConCDlest, however~ 

New France was opened to the currents of World Trade ~ and some encourage-

ment (especially' by those who desired to anglU'y the French) was given to 

British immigration. But even this movement was not significant, until 

the American Revolution , when the influx of United Empire Loyalists 

added sOJne- 2S,OOO to-the poflUl.aMen:,- and--estab-l-'i he-d-severa;l---permcmefit 

English-speaking settlements. With the Constitution Act of 1791, lbieh 

divided the colony into Upper and lcwer Canada, inter:est in British 

immigration quickened, and 170,6772 immigrants arrived between the years 

1827 and 1852. One r son for this increase was undoubtedly the social and 

economic conditions prevailing 1a Europe as a res11l.t of the Industrial 

Revolution. The ferment of discontent there sent thousaJXi s of unemp10y< d 

artisans across t he ocean to America. 

1I em indebt ed to the minion Statisticians, • Herbert Marshall, 
for the statistics used to illustrate this chapter, as well a s to A..W. Currie 
(C dian Economic Davelo ent oronto Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd. 1942) 
and D. C. H.al'V'eY he Coloni2;atlon Qf Canada, Toronto, Cla rke, rwin and Co. 
Ltd. 1936) for a substantial portion of the historical material. 

2 The Canada Year Book, 1948-49. (ottawa, King t sPrinter, 1949 )pe 112. 
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1850-1929 

In the years follol'ing the mid-century mark, the pull of the new 

land became a more important factor in inducing prospective immigrants 

to leave their homeland. Jobs could be had almost as the traveller 

disembarked, wbile the lUTe of the . frontier drew 1UllY' inland. 

The decade 1851-1861 .as one of flourishing tr~de with the 

United States, and as later observed, this period of high activity and 

opportuni ty stimulated not only a rapid growth in the Canadian ... horn 

population (increasing by 32. 6 per cent) but enlarged Canada's capacity 

to absorb immigrants as well. Emigration was insignificant; immigration 

totalled some 216,000. Population statistics for count~es in the 

provinces indicate that t.he new-comers settled l a rgely in al ready

populated areas, and that some parts of French Canada were already 

showing signs of oVer- population. 

The period from l8Sl to 1871 saw a drop in both population 

increase and net migration figures. The former was only 14. 2 per cent, 

while Emigration ~llng th~ee hundre-d and seventy--six thousand 

greatly exceeded immigration figures of some one hundred and eighty-six 

thousand. It .as a period of eC.onomic strains and stre-sses in Ca~acia, 

while the United States, riding high on the success of the Civil War, 

was booming, with high prices and rising wages. Canada cou1d not absorb 

either immigrants or her own m tural increase at the standard of living 

desired, hence t he heavy emigration. A small movement westward in 

Ca.nada. was just beginning, but had little inl'I1ediate effect on the over

populated counties of t he East. 

There was prosperity in the opening years of the next decade, 

1871 to 1881, but in 1873 the world financial crisis reached Canada, 
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leaving her in a state of economic depression untU the mid-nineties. 

The United States~ however, rebounded JIlOre quickly and attracted great 

floods of immigrant.s from Europe, as well as from Canada. Canada was 

losing through emigration not only the equivalent of the in:migration 

that had entered in the same period, but much of her natural increase 

as well. This tact is illustrated in the accompanying chart which 

reveals that natural increase, in these years, exceeded by a substantial 

figure the actual growth of the population. One Report on this period 

comnents: 

The principal pol1eies and expenditures of the Federal 
'Govemment were designed to .fill the, empty space with 
people . Yet i'or thirty years Canada was a land of 
emigration helping t.0Speople the frontier and cities 
of the United states . 

Mr. Herbert rshallhas stimated4 that natural increase plus 

immigration in this period exceeded Canada' s ".capacity for absorption" 

by over forty per cent.. This is, of course, only an estimate, since 

such a concept is not one which can be precisely measured even today. 

In short, B. K. Sandwell calls it a period of "depression and disenchant. 

ment"-;5 

The following decade, 1881-1891, was even more depressed 

economically. The Riel Rebellion, too, in 1895 (greatly exaggerated in 

the press) as dete~ent to immigration. Although the Canadian Pacific 

&.Report ~f the Royal Commiasionon Dominion- Provincial l ations, 
Book I, p. 55 cited b,y Luc~ I . . organ, "Immigration, Emigration and 
External Trade lJ , (liS, 1949 • 

4Senate Hearings on Immigration and Labour (Ottawa, King t S Pr-inter), 
1946, 254. 

5B. K. Sandwell, "Population: A Canadian Problem", Queen' s 
~ arte lL (54; 312 .. 22, Autumn 1947). 
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Railway had been completed to the Pacific in 1885, and although the 

boundaries of Manitoba had been extended and coal and ~old discovered 

in British Columbia, the increasingly prosperous conditions in the 

United States drew prospective immigrants for the Canadian West into the 

United States Prairies. Population increase was 11.8 per cent, and 

Marshall here estimates that absorptive capacity was exceeded by 

approximately seventy per ctmt. 

Depression deepened until 1896, but immigration remained at a 

very low figure until the end 'of the century. Emigration to the United 

States continued, including for the first time many migrants of French 

origin. Marshall again estimates that. pOpulation was in excess of 

absorptive capacity by some fifty per cent. 

With the return of prosperity - - rising world prices, the 

demands of a rapidly industd..alizing Eurepe, the inflo\l of capital into 

Canada - - a period of unprecedented deve1epment commenced. The major 

obstacles to the opening of the wheat-producing prairies had been over

come -- the 'Untted States West had filled up; the Canadian Pacific 

Railway had pierced the Laurent " Shield, and new techniques for growing 

wheat in early frost areas had been developed. Sir Wilfred Laurierts 

. famous words about the twentieth century belonging to canada must have 

resounded aro~d ~he 'R0r1d, for immediately a vast influx of immigrants 
ment 

entered her gates. The immigrant population ov~then doubled in this 

decade, and the increase in total populat.ion during the same period 

almost reached two million. 

The prosperity of the previous decade continued until 1915, with 

Government and shipping agencies encouraging an almost indiscriminate 

inflow ot immigrants. The peak was reached in 1915 when 400,700 

immigrants entered the Dominion. Although the depression caused a rapid 
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slump in immigration, and the ar virtually cut off the flow from 

Europe, immigrants from the United states were drawn into Canada by the 

l and sett1em.ent opportunities still existing here.. The rapid i ndust

rialization associated with the war helped to 1~ the ~sis for the 

absorption of i.mrnigrant.s in t he following ten years . Over the decade 

19U-1921, b).t.h immigration and emigrati on were a t a high level in sptte 

of the interruption of migration due to wartime restriction. Net 

migration, however, made a relatively small contribution to pGpulation 

(about two hundred and thirty thousand) and the increase in t he Canadian ... 

born rather than migration s t he chie f f actor contributing to 

population growth . 

DECADE 

1851-61 
186~ .. '11 
1871-81 
1881- 91 
1890-01 
1901 .. 11 
1911-21 
1921- 31 
1931- 41 

TABLE 1 

NATURAL INCREASE, IMMIGRATI ON, mlIGRATION AND 

CANADI AN POPULATION GROWTH 1851-19416 

NA'1'URAI. nnaGRATION EMIGRATION 
INCREASE 

670;ll2_ 2OR,A37 -86-i~235-

650.170 185;906 576;452 
720;354 352;784 ·457;585 
715;749 90$;264 1,llO~584 

718,445 ·525;879 ·506;246 
1,120;559 1,781,918 1;067,149 
1,$49;568 1.592;474 1;560;736 
1,465;570 1,198;103 1,094;656 
1,242,107 149, 61 261,699 

POPULATION 
ORO H 

----'Z9S; 536-
459;624 
635,555 
508,429 

·558,076 
1~855;320 

1;581,306 
1;588;857 
1,129,869 

1921-1951 included the post-war transition period follONed by 

the post- war boom, culminating in 1929 on t he eve of the depression. 

6Senate Hearings, op. cit., 1946, p . 261. Evidence of the Dominion 
Statistician. 
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Immigration had risen slightly trom the war slump, but with easily 

accessible prairie l and laresly settled, ith reconstruction underway 

in Europe and subsidization of agrlcultu~al production begun by 

&ropean Governments, as well as newly " imposed European restrictions on 

emigration, the rate of increas~ due to migration was far below J)Qst

war levels. In partiClllar, the pull towards Canada was not as strong 

as formerly. Canada's agricul. tural populati~n sutfered from the frightful 

drop in Ylorld tood prices, and naturally th"e subsidized German farmer 

preferred to remain at hane, as did the European industrial worker, 

for the first time tasting the benefits of old age pensions, health 

insurance schemes and so on. Canada's economic structure had been 

geared largely to continuing rapid immigration. The artificial prosperity 

created by the war for a time obscured the fact that the e"conomy was 

overexpanded . 7 

TABLE 2 

GROWTH OF THE CANADIAN- BORN AND IWIGRANT POPULATIONS8 

'1'o-ta1-Pop. Can~-Bom 
- __ igrant 

at start Pop. t Change during Pop. at Change during 
Decade of Decade start of Decade start of Decade" 

'000 Decade Decade 
'000 ' 000 ~ '000 ' 000 % 

1851-61 2,436 1,976 571 -+ 29 460 223 +48 
1861 ... 71 5;230 2;547 I 550 + 22 683 - 91 - 15 , 
1871-81 5,689 5,097 625 + 20 592 II -t 2 
1881- 91 4;525 5,722 461 +15 605 41 +7 
1891- 01 4,853 4;189 483 -\- 12 644 55 -+9 
1901 ... 11 5,511 4,672 '948 + 20 699 888 -+ 127 
1911-21 1,20'1 5;620 1;212 -t-22 1,587 569 -+25 
1921-51 8,788 6;952 1;257 +18 1,956 $52 +18 
1951-41 10,577 8,069 1;420 +18 2;508 - 290 - 15 
1941- 51 1l,Srtl 9,489 ....... . •• 2,018 ••• • •• 

I 

7 " 
B.I . Sandwell, OR. cit ., p. 314 . 

8Senate Heartngs, Op. cit., p . 261. 
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In r:r of the period prec ding contemporary Cievelopnent, there is 

much to Stlpport the belief that in the past inmigrants ere allowed to 

enter in numbers tar beyond the capaeity of Canada to absorb tnem. 

SUrpluses of immigrants, whether temporar.y or persisting, caused suffering 

and adjustment difficulties, and would have done · so t.o a greater degree 

had not the • safety-valve , of the United States (which remained wide 

open until after 1920) eased the pressure and obscured somewhat the real 

overpopul tion. The argument of course may be raised that the action of 

this 'safety-valve' may have hindered. Canada's development by draining 

off valuable elements in the population. 

1929-1949, RESTRICTIVE POLICY 

Although general immigration policy first reached the statute 

Books of Canada in 1910, changes in the form of Regulations and Orders 

to the Act especially in the turbulent economic period of the thirties, 

reshaped and Jfede! ined official policy . These chang.es were the result 

of changing attitudes toward immigration, in tum the product of changing 

conditions in the eeono~ 

Despite th se frequent additions, there has been nQ basic change 

in the Act since the original one was passed in 1910.9 The arrange ent 

of the Act is as follows: The first section deals principally with inter

pretation and defines the acquisition of domieile and the laws therewith. 

In this eo ection the original Act stipulat d that domicUe followed 

after two year's residence. Later this a.s amendod to three y ra, and 

in 1919 to five years. The Aet further states that after a.n 1.mndgra.nt. 

9IItlIid ration Act and He ations (Departm.ent of nes and 
Resources , R.S.C~: 1927, eh . 95. 
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has thus acquired domicile, he is not subject to deportation unless he 

comes within one or two excepted clauses which are: First, aliens who 

have been convicted under Section 4 (d) of the 6pium and Narcotic' Drug 

Act, and secondly, aliens who fall within a block of defined prohibited 

classes. 'lbese include persons suffering trom. some form of mental or 

physical atlments, criminals, advocates of the use of force or violence 

against org nized Government, spies, illiterates and others. Other 

widel1 restrictive powers are given to the Governor General- in-Council to 

prohibit the landing in Canada of, 

immigrants belonging to any nationality or race or of immigrants 
of any specified class or occupation, by reason of ~v economic, 
industrial or other condition t~mporari1y existing in Canada, 
or because such immigrants are deemed lffiJSUit ble having regard 
to climate, indnstrial, SOCial, educational, la't:our or other 
conditions, or requir ments of Canada, or because such immigrants 
are deemed undesirable owing to their peculiar customs, habits, 
modes of life and methods of holding Pl"~perty, and because of 
their probab~e inability to become readily assimilated or to 
assume the duties and .respons:l.bl11ties of Cisadian Citizenship 
within a re sonable time after their entry. 

It becomes apparent that it is the Regulations and Orders, 

rather than the Act itself, which have defined those persons who 

are admissabIe.ll The Act does not guarantee to anyone the right of 

admission as an immigrant. In general, it .bas been this first section 

concerning prohibit1ve classes, and the related clauses of admissable 

classes in the Regulations which have been most frequently and extensively 

changed by subsequent Orders. 

Returning to the study of the Act of 1910, the sections follolVing 

deal l'dth the appointment, authority and procedure of Immigration Boards 

of Enquiry, the method of appeal, procedure to be followed by prospective 

10Ibld. ch. 93, seet. 38 (c). -
lIH.L. Keenleyside, "Canadian Immigration Policy and Administration", 

(MS 1949), p. 1. 
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immigrants and the provision of Regulations which may be made in the 

future by the Governor General-in-Council, not only c(l)verin those wide 

clauses quoted above, but Iso those requiring immigrants to possess 

mone.y to a pres~ribed minimum amount. 

Next re the sections giving authQrity for the deportation of 

prohibited and. undesirable classes, including the obligations of Trans ... 

port Companies as to rejection and deportation. Following these are the 

regulatiens conc ming seamen, the filing of manifests, the prQtection 

of immigrants, and finally a general provision regarding perseeutions 

under the Act. As Mr. Keenleyside points out,12 the value of this 

original legislation is its flexibUity, for exceptions are made 

possible other than by fomal amendment of the Act - thus rendering 

administration MOrkable . Section 4 of the Act states in part, 

the mater may issue a written permit authorizing any 
person to enter Canada, or Davin entered or landed in 
Oanada to remain therein without being subject to the 13 
pr<}visions of this ct •••• tor a specified period only • . 

(This period, however, must not be so long as to amount in reality to 

Rermanent entr _) 

As the previous section has revealed, the first World War post-

poned the inevitable change in Canadian immigration poliCY' . lie new 

frontiers existed or while the demands of war artifically stimulated 

industry, immigl'atlon was welco ed, and great movements took place with 

little consideration of the boundary stretching across North America .. 

No the last great frontier -- the Canadian est - .. was no longer b ekoning, 

nor was the post war adjustment period one which welcomed further hordes 

l2;tbid. 

15lemigra~ion Act, loc. cit., sect. 4 (i) . 
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of newcomers. Repatriation and re-establisbment, of the armed forces 

meant a udden race for jobs; industry had to adjust itsel.f to the lesser 

demsnds of peacetime; yet thousands in distressed areas in Europe were 

pressing to be admitted. The isolationist views prevalent in ' the United 

States became apparent in higher tariffs and stricter immigration 

regulations there, SO restrictive i n fact that as the dep1"'ession of the 

late twenties and the early t~irtie8 br<?ke, the restrictions were almost 

completely exclusive. Yet, Canadians" at this time, were still admitted 

to the United States on a non .. quota basisl4 and Canadian labour was 

suoked across the border as tbe United states showed signs of a rapid 

recovery from post-war doldrums. This Urdted States q.t eta system. al so 

indirectly affected immigration into Canada. In the decade 1921- 31 

immigration averaged twelve thousand per year, many of thEm entering 

Canada with the hope of passing through to the United states. In other 

cases, this meant merely a displacing of Canadians (who' ent to the United 

States) for immigrants (who took the latterS' place here) . The Canadian 

Government tried to remedy this situation by enactments which set up 

selective process for choosing imrnigrants; capita.l recpirements were 

raised, and only certain categories of workers were allowed entrance. 

The depression of the thirties saw immigration continually 

decrease. By Order in Council 695, dated Karch 51, 19S1, all but a very 

few classes of immi5rant were prohibited from entering Canada. Keavy 

unemployment even led to dra.stic migratory shifts and some alien public 

charges were repatriated. Euro an immigrants whose entry had been in 

the least irregular were sent baok to Europe, and a general home ard trek 

14Senate Hearings, Ope cit., 1~46, p. 252 (Mr . Herbert Marshall). 
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began for many Canadians in the United States a s well as for Americans 

ill Canada . 

TABIE 3 

CANADIANS B.l!:TUMED FRoM THE UNI TED STATES, 

1926-194715 

YEAR TOTAL tEAR TOTAL 

1925 62;295 1937 5,167 
1921 42;018 1938 4.659. 
1922 54~120 1939 4,610 
1929 30~479 1940 I 4;990 ! 

1950 31,608 1941 i 5;564 
1951 20,352 1942 5;467 
1932 18,220 1945 2;333 
1935 10;209 1944- , 2;210 
19M 7;272 1945 2,689 
1935 6;578 1946 5;177 
19U 5,168 1947 8,970 

According to Mr. Marshall t s figures,16 during the decade 1951- 41 
. . . 

immigrants numbered approximatel y 150,000, emigrants 260,000 -- amounting 
. .. 

to a net los of 110,000. Population increased by 1,129,000 or 10.9 

{leI' cent during this llilriod. The lack 0.£ '!absOl'ptlve......capaci-ty"-is 

estimated at 500,000 persons, almost twice as many as new immigra.nt 

arrivals in this period. 

The Regtllations to the Act in t hese years which brought about 

this Jllarked drop in immigration reflect an attitude of mind among Can dians 

which was created by the depression. The crisis of more men than jobs not 

lSCanada Ye r Book, 1948-491 p . 182. (including Canadian-born citizens, 
British- born Who had acquired Canadian domieile, naturalized Canadian 
citizens, but not i ncluding aliens with Canadian domicile). 

16Senate H rings, Op e cit . , 255. 
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only blotted out the consideration of what immigreLnts had oontributed in 

the past toward the widening and strengthening of the a::onomy, but 

developed among many (and especially among the labouring classes) a 

positi e hatred towards immigration. The wide powers given to the 

Governor General-in~Counci1 by the Act of 1910 W re thus exercised in 

p . C. 695 (1931) which read in part: 

The landing in Canada of immigrants of all classes and 
occupations is hereby prohibited, except as hereinafter 
provided; 
.... any immigrant who otherwise compli es with t he provisions 
of the Aet it such immi rant is -- . 
1. A British subject _ •• who has sUfficient means to maintain 
bimself until employment issecured. 
2. A United States citizen (as in 1.). 
5. The wife or unmarried child under 18 of any person legally 
admitted to or resident in Canada, Who is in a position to 
receive and care for his dependents. . 
4 •. An agriculturist having suffieiept means to tarm in Cana.da.17 

Although a series of Orders passed in 1957 and shortly afterwards 

widened t.he admissible classes to Canada, immigration fell to a. very 

low level during the first four years of GrId ar n. At the end of 

hostilities, with thousands applying to emigrate to this eountr,y, the 

stream. of imm1~ation was stUl blocked by 1m oL tr..anspor_tation 

facilities -- all available ships being used to return servicemen and 

their sixty-five tb:>uBand dependents. Transportation for immigration 

purposes remained at a premium untU the end ot 1941. Up until January 

of that year, only two regular passenger vessels in the Canadian Service 

carried immigrants; in December, another entered the North Atlantic 

Service, and a fourth in February 1948.18 

17p.C. 695 (1951) Government pamphlet . -
18Canada Year Book, 1948- 49, 175. 
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In 1945, however, not only transportation facilitie were lacking, 

but, more important, too Regulations excluded from admission to this 

country the major-ity of those applying in ~rope. The necessity for 

incr 3ed immigration, neverthel sSl seemed obvious on ever,y hand. There 

was, in Canada, a shortage of labourers for farms, lumbering, mining and 

shipping, and for some urban industries, while as was the case after 

World War 1, conditions in Europe we.re deplorable. Thousands of Canadian 

citizens bad relatives in the stricken areas, and their desire to bring 

these people to Canada bec-am more 'VOcal as the delay continued and as 

cases of outright discrimination were uncovered. 

It was at this time that Canadian. attitudes on the subject of 

immigration were gathered, sifted, and presented to the Senate by the 

standing Committe ' of the Senate on Immigration and Labour .19 

These Reports, a s well as general pressure from strong sections 

of the people, lea to serious consideration and finally reformulation of 

Immigration Regulations. The first Qf these weTe Order in Council , 

P.c. 2070 and p.G. 2071 in thy 1946, which ·provided for the admission of 

tne rather and mother, the unmarried son and daughter without limitation 

as to age, t he unmarried brother and s1 ster and the no phew and niece 

orphaned of both parents and under sixteen years ot age, of persons 

le ally resident in Canada who were in a position to receive and care for 

such immigrants. 20 In the niterts statement made in the House of 

Commons, Mr. Glenn re.ferred to these Orders as short- term In asures, to 

help meet the pressing demands for Displaced Persons being . de by their 

19An analysis of these attitudes is presented in Section II of this 
study. 

20Canada zette, May 26, 1946. ' 
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relatives in Canada. 2l 

This concession, however, failed to satisfy lic opinion. 

The 1946 Report of the Senate Commi ttee stressed that: 

The Committee sees no JOod reason for t he exclusion of 
married sons and daughters, 'brothers and sisters, and nephews 
and nieces whether orphaned or otherwise, and whether under 
or over 16 l' ars of age . These are but technicalities, 
giving the unpression of a grudging opening of the door ••• • 
fuat :really counts is whether they a_e healthy, illing to 
~ork and capable of taki g their part in Carl<.A.dian life, in 

which C fie the fact of relatives already her., as uming 
responsibility and 6ruaranteeing assistance, is an advaJ. t age 
to the . m grant so gr~~t as to justify a priority -- such 
privileges mi~ht ~ ell be extended to friends as eU as 
relatives ..... 2 

Six months later in tTanuary 1947, Order in Council P. C. 571 

further wide ad the Regulations for admissibility to include the widowed 

daughter and 51 ster, uIJ1l1arried children under E:>.ighteen years of age. 

Provision was also made at this time for the adnission of fal'In labour 

and persons experienced in mining, lumbering and 10 ging, when t hese 

were insured of employm.ent. 2B 

Durirlg the early months of 1947, the Committee heard repeated 

compla.1nts that preference was being extended to single persons" in 

effect excludin'" relatives on the grounds of arriage .. Finally in YAY 

of t hat year" the Pritlle ~iini l:lter annqunced that revision by rder in 

Council had been made to include the husband or wife, the son, dal gheer, 

brother or sister, toget.her with husband or i f e 24 an.d unmarried children 

if any, the father and mother , the orphaned nephe or niece under twenty-

one years of age, of any person legally resident in Canada, who was in a 

_o_p~. __ c_it~., 1946, p . 514. 

!>!> 
...... Ibid. 311 . 

2Blbid. 515 . -
24Italics mine . 
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position to receive and care for such relatives. As the 1947 Report25 . 

pointed out, the effect of the enaetment was to wipe out the "legal ban 

against marriage ll and to allow the admission of whole family units 

(except tor married children) hen one of the spouses came within the 

class of previously defined admissible relatives. 

The humanitarian plea t or the admission of Displaced Persons 

from Europe was finally an ered in June 1947 by Order in Council P.C. 

2180 in which authority was provided for the "immediate admission to 

Cane.da. of five thousand inci viduals trom the Displaced Persons Camp in 

Europe fl ,26 and without the reqrlrement of blood relationship and guarcn tee. 

By p.e. 2SSQ of July 1947 and p.e. 5926 ot October 1947, an addition 1 

five a.nd ten thousand Displa ced Persons respectively were admitted .. 2? 

The programme to bring to Canada Displ aced Persons, then, 

consisted of two parts. The first was under the Close Rel ati 'YeS Plan, 

successivelY widened from Uay 1946 to June 1947, which admitted relatives 

of Canadians hether they were Displaced Persons or not . Up to March 15, 

1948, there had been 27, 890 applicati ons made for relatives under this 

plan,er lYbieh 21,745 were approved, re-sulting in 4,473 arrivals in 

Canada .. 2S In the second place, the 1947 Orders-in-Councll now made 

possible the entry of displaced persons without relatives in Canada .. 

Under the Group Mova'l\ent Plan, refugees were seleoted in accordance with 

recognized manpower needs of Canadian farms and industl'ies J by Canadian 

2SSenate Hearings, 0R. cit., 1947, 395. 

261b1d. -
27Canadi Year Book, 1948-49, 174 . 

28Ib,id. 
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Immigration-Labour teams, travelling in Europe. By ?lay 15, 1946 

(after less than a year in operation) eighteen thousand workers had been 

approved, and 6,490 persons had a rrived in Canada . Of these immigrants, 

5,599 went to lumber companies, 535 to the rail~ays for construction 

'Work , 200 to textile mil l s, 200 to foundr'y .and steel works, 778 were 

miners, 1;671 were employed as domestics in hospitals and private mmes, 

and 641 in the garment industry.29 

Special arrangements were also m.'ide at this t ime to allow in 

farm settlers, (not lawurers) hom t he etherlands, whose lands had 

been flooded as a result of military operations. Mr. Keenleysicte reported 

in April 194950 tint up to that date Duteh Settlers and their families 

who ha.d taken a dvantage of this arrangement totalled over 1l,OOO. At 

the same tim.e, another agreement with the British Ministry made possible 

the admi ttanee of four thousand Polish S) Id.iers from Italy -- under 

Obligation to work as agricultural l abourers tor a period of at least 

two years. Other specia.l arrangements permit-ted the entry of two 

thousand Jewish orphans from refugee camps in !,uropa. By May 1948, tour 

hundred of t hese children had landed in Canada. 51 

As a result of the widening of Immigr ation egulations, 

necessit ated by t he extraordinary war and post-war conditions, a total of 

64,127 immigrants entered Canada in 1947. 32 

In 1948 a federal plan tor transporting prosp ctive immigrants 

by air as announced -- with an objective of some ten thousand British 

citizens by . reh 1949. 

29Ib1d• 

50g . L. Keenleyside, If..::C::::a~na~d~i!:l.lan:'L..:Immi=::=l:II;·:u:.:==-..;..:;==--..=.~A~dmini=··=::.::sl:.::t:Ar.:::at.:::;1:.:o:::.:n:.:...1f , 
(Mim.) 1949, p. 3. 

51Canada Year Book, op.cit., 174. 

52rbid. -
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TABLE 4 

POSTWAR !1ru!GRATION AND E GRATIO - CANADA 1945-4153 

. I -

GRANT ARRIVALs FROl..! 
TOTAL 

YEAR U. K. U. s. OTHER I GRATIO 
OOUNTRIES 

1945 14,677 6,594 1.561 U,722 
1946 51;408 11;469 8;842 71,719 
1947 58,747 9,440 

I 
15,940 64,t127 

54 

• • 

EMIGRATION FROM CAtJADA TO U. S. A. 
YEAR ENDED Immigrant Aliena -U .. 8 . Cit iz.ens Persons deported TOTAL 

June 30 From Can"'a Returning from Can. from Ca ~ ii GRATION 

1945 11,079 5;158 188 16;405 
1946 20;434 6,'169 414 27;617 
1947 23,467 5,005 589 29,059 

-
. -

This gre.at influx of ne citizens was viewed with alarm 'by many 

who v~vid1y remembored the crisia of the thirties, and by others who 

f.eared. t hat po·liti~ upbeaval and economic unl"'e'St would be th-e- inevitable 

result. The f olIo ing chapter and Section III of this study deal with 

t hese considerations. 

Before leaving this discUssion of present cond.l t ions., ho ever, a 

concise review of the Act and R gul tieRS as they stand now may be he1p.ful~5 

33Ibig. 175. 18. Emigration figures inelude 01\11' t hose concerning 
migration from. Canada. to the United states. .figures for 1948, 1949 are . 
not yet available. 

54Bigures for immigration in 1948, 1949 are estimated. at 125, 414, 
92, 217 reep&ctively. (Sa\urday Ni ght, February 14, 1950, p. 15) 

55Rere I am indebted to H.L. Keenleyslde f s analysis, op_ cit . 
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The categories of persons admissable to Canada in order of 

preference are: 

a . British subjects from the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland, New Zealand, Australia and South 
Africa; citizens of Ireland, citizens of the United 
States, and French citizens born in France and entering 
Canada directly from that countr~. These are admissable 
if the~ can satisfy the immigration officers that they 
are in good physical and mental health, are of good character 
and not likely to become public chargeS. 

b. Close relatives of Canadian citizens or of persons legally 
admitted to or domiciled in Canada. 

c. Citizens of non- Asiatic countries who are coming to this · 
country as agriculturists, and who have sufficient means 
and the intention to farm in Canada; f rm l abourers coming 
to assured farm employment; miners and woods workers with 
work in mining or forest industries awaiting them. 

d. Only persons of Asiatic racial origin who are wives and 
unmarried children under 18 of Canadian citizens~ 

e . A limited number of displ aced persons ·otherwise inadmissable 
(i . e . ithout relatives in Canada etc . )56 

A breakdown of immigration figures for 1947 b~ birthplace of , 

immigrants in the accompanying table serves to illu.strate these 

catagories of admissable persons. 

Mr. ~eenleyside57 revealed that the 64,860 displaced persons 

which Canada had received from th e time Qf the 1947 Order-in- Council 

until March 1949 (twenty-one months) was a number considerably higher 

than that of any country outside Europe including t he United States. 

He estimated that this movement in the long run might mean an addition 

of some 100,000 displ aced persons to Canada 's population, as those already 

admitted brought over their own relatives under other Regulations of the Act. 

56This is not a direct cpotation, but a summary of present regulations. 

57H.L. Keenleyside, loc . cit. 
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TABLE 5 

BIRTHPLACE OF DAMIGRANT ARRIVALS, CANADA. 194738 

COUNTRY OF BIRTH 

The British pire -
British I les 
Other . 

The Continent of Africa 
The Continent of North America -

United Sta.tes 
Others 

The Continent of South America 
The Continent of Asia 
Continental Europe -. 

Austria 
Belgium 
Czechoslavakia 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Hungary 
Italy 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Romania 
Russia 
Switzerland 
Yugoslavia 
Others 

NUMBER 

7,.075 
77 

llO 
317 

150 
926 . 
583 
404 
445 
652 
167 
131 
451 

1.235 
2,718 

177 
5,169 

155 
870 
151 
180 
702 

64.127 

He pointed out that great care had been taken by the Department in 

selecting those displaced persons under this category to insure that 

they are not used to depress wages in the industries to which they com • 

It-might be noted that although the Act and Regulations as 

stated exclude all other persons from entering, individual ca.~es may, 

in fact, be admitted either for humanitarian reasons or because they are 

38Canada Year Book, Ope cit., 178 . 
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of particular advantage to Canada. These exceptions may be .made by the 

Government through Order-in- Council. 

The Canadian GOvernment's post war imffiigration policy was 

clearly outlined in a speech in the House of Commons in Yay 1947 by 

Prime Minister Mackenzie King. He said in part that, 

the poliey of the Government is to foster the growth of the 
population of Canada by the encouragement of immigration ••• 
to insure the careful selection and permanent settlement of 
such numbers of. immigrants as can advantageously be absorbed 
in our national economy ••• ,It is of the utmost importante 
to relate immigration to absorptive capacity ••• ,There is 
no intention 'of allowing mass immigration to make a 
fundamental change in the character of our population. 
The Government bas no intention ot removing the existing 
regulations respecting Asiatic immigration . .... The Canadian 
Government is prepared, at any time, to enter into negotiations 
with other countries for special agreements tor the control 
of t he admission of immigrants on a basis of complete equality 
and reciproeity.39 

PROVINCIAL FUNCTIONS IN n nUGRATION40 

While general Canadian immigration policy is the prerogative 

of the Federal Government, the B.N. A. Act , Section 95, gives the 

provinces concurrent rights in immigration matters. It read~ 

In each province the Legislature may make laws in relation 
to • •• immigration in the Province; and it is hereby dedlared 
that the Parliament of Canada may from time to time make 
laws ••• in relation to Immigration in all or any of the 
Provinces; and any law of the Legislature of the Province 
relati va • •• to Immigration shall have effect in and for 
the Pr-ovince as long and as far only as it is not repugnant 
to aQ1 act of the Parliament of Canada. 41 

59Jiouse of Co ons Debates, Yay 1, 1947, (Ottawa, King's Printer, 
1947) . 

40Using the title, and based on material submitted at the Mcl aster 
University Symposium on Population Growth and I..mmigration into Canada, 
(April 21, 22, 1949) by Mrs. Evelyn Brownell, Director, Immigration 
Branch, Department of Planning and Development, Province of Ontario. (US) 

41W. P.M. Kennedy, Documents of the Canadian Constitution 1759-1915, 
(1.()ndon, Oxford University Press, 1922) p . 677 . 



And in P.G. 4849 am.ending the Immigration Act is the following, 

Provided that immigrants referred to [above] are destined 
for settle ant to a 'Province shieh has nOt signified its 
disapproval of such immigration. 

The provinces have, in most cases, exercised their right to 

select and assist immigrants, but only in co-operation with Federal 

Departments already doing just this. For instance,42 Nova Scotia, 

through its Land Settlement Board~ has provided financial id to farm 

settlers. Saskatchewan assist-s prof. saiona! classes in securing positions, 

while Alberta bas undertaken to select immigrants. for that Province 

directly through its London office. In addition, all the Provinces, 

except Alberta andew Brun lck, have agreements with the Dominion 

Government \\hereby hospitalization costs of immigrants during their 

first year of residence in Canada are shared equally. Thare is also 

close co-operation between Adult Education (a Provinoial responsibility) 

and the training of immigrants for citizenship. Lastly each of the 

Provinces has a Government Department to promote Industrial Development 

a field in which immigration is a key word. 

Ontario has gone further than this, however, and has initiated 

an immigration programme of its own. In 1943 Ontario House in lendon, 

England, was reopened and in th~ next two years 55,000 applications for 

immigration were filed there. As a result of a survey taken in the 

Autumn of 1946, it was decided t hat immigrants would be valuable in 

Ontario 's industrial development -- but the lack of transportation 

facilities had still to be overcome. By June 1947 the Ontario Air 

Immigration Plan was in operation. In two years of service some ten 

42Brownell, Ope cit., 5. 
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and one-half thousand immigrants have been flown to Ontario, and this 

number again have come to this rovinoe by sea . Some of t he Ontario 

r egulations for immigration are worth noting. Immigrants must be 

between 21 and 40 years, able to pay their own fares and have sufficient 

funds to support themselves until they secure employment . No :family 

gr oups are admissable unless t he father has f.irst settl~d here and 

secured a job and housing for the family_ No jobs are arranged before 

the immigrant arrives. 

TABLE 6 

IGRANTS TO CANADA, BY PROVINCE OF SE'rTIEUENT 

September 1, 1945 - December 51, 194945 

PROVINCE 

British Columbia 
Alberta 
Saskatcb an 
Manitoba 
Ontario 
Quebec 
New Brunswick 
Nova Scotia 

--J!r!nee -Edward I-sland 
Newfoundland 
Yukon and North West 

Territories 

Total 

NtJMBER (Approx,.) 

57,000 
27,000 
15,000 
20~OOO 

175, 000 
60~900 
7. 000 

12,000 
1;";34S 

125 
200 

862,451. 

It seems likely that, within the limitations of the Federal Act, 

the provinces will continue to select and regulate the f low of new 

citizens into t heir territories. To this extent, then , Canadian Immig-

ration Policy bas another aspect - - that of provincial needs and desires 

45~turday ight, Ope cit. 
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concerning the question. Sueh considerations -- all too familiar 

in ccuntries which are basically Federations - - contain both advantages 

and disadvantages. In the former respect immigrants (both their number 

and their skills)" may be more closely fitted to the needs and absor ptive 

capacity of t h~ country as a whole by bein~ thus more or less specifically 

chosen by one area of the country wpose local. ads are rela.tively more 

acurately judged. On the other hand, such a S,Yst em makes it more 

difficul~ to administer a carefully eo-ordinated Federal peliey relatively 

independent of provincial pressures. 



CHAPTER IU 

EFFECTS OF llIGRA rION ON CANADA 

In analyzing the history Qf Canada's 1mmigration polici es, one 

hopes to uncover data which can be neatly classi fied as cause and effect. 

The foregoing chapter bas shown that it is comparatively simple to. trace 

the cause of immigratio.n movements in ter s of push and pull forces, but 

the effects of these movements, except for certain immediate and supe.r .. 

ficial results which may be postulated with a fair degree of accuracy, 

are largely a matter of the future. 'lhese immediate effeets, such as 

those which alter the ethnic composition of the population, are of 

rela.tively little importance in the formulation of policy, while the way 

in which the var i ous sectors of the Canadian economy are affected, as 

well as t he impact of migration on social, religious, mor al and quantitative 

aspeots of our nat i onal llfe, are of prime importance. Frequently the 

attitude of t he Canadian ci tizen towards the question of immigration 

depends on what he believes t hese eff ects to be; t he 'polie.y-makers· 

(more or less influenced' by t he aggr egate force of t hese attitudes) also 

in the absence of certainty, base their decisions on arguments which 

attempt t o prove that certain effects have transpired or will transpire. 

Here we f ace a mass of eommon prejudice, with only t he weapons of logic, 

theor,y, and speculation. 

Fairchildl lis ts t hree classes of effects Which are clear~ 

la.P. Fairchild, Immigration (New York, MacMillan Co., 1925), 166. 

35 
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distinguished: those which are 'felt in the reoeiving country, those 

which reflect in the country of soarce, and those which can be seen in 

the lives of the immigrants in question. The last two are not important 

to this study,2 but serve to remin<i us that there are other factors which 

do al te r with migration. 

A more Meful classification for the present discussion 1s 

suggested by Isaac in his comprehensive study of the Economies of Migration.o 

He distinguishes between two basic effects on the receiving country -

demographic and economic. Under the former heading he lists both 

quantitative and qualitative reac.tions. Applying Isaac's classification 

to the Canadian picture, what effect bas immigration had upon the 

qualitative aspects of the Canadian population? 

Isaac points out4 that there are two opposing views concerning 

the general quality of ~~rants. The first takes the stand that without 

some method of selection, an inferiol' type of immigr ant v:ould be adnitted; 

the second, that only the su perior element.s of a population possess the 

initiative to leave their homeland and begin again in a strange land. 

He suggests that it is Clllite probable that the extreme ca ses, "the most 

valuable and the definitely undesirable elements"S are more strongly 

represented among immigrants, than 'WOuld be t he case in the popUlation 

of their native countries as a whole. The ~ole matter, be stresses, 1s 

one of uncertain evidence, plus the bias of personal impressions, and the 

difficulty of providina tests which eliminate the effect of environmental 

faotors. 

2Ibid• 412- 428 for a discussion of effeets felt by the country of -source, and by the immigrants in question. 

SJ. Isaac, Eeonomies of igration (London, Kagar Paul , Trench, 
Trubner and Co., 1947) Chapter VI. 

4 
Ibid. 192 · 

5IhLL 
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To masute the qualitative etfects in Canada , then, becomes an 

increasingly difficult problem. Although not an adequate guage of 

intelligence among immigrants, . r. . B. Hurd lsS esti . tea of illiteracy 

among immigrants are some indication: 

TABLE 7 

PERCENTAGE OF ILLITERACY AUONG :(MI' IGRANTS 

Canada, 1951
' 

NATl NALITY 

English and Scottish 
Danish 
German . 
Yugoslav 
Russian 
Ukran1an 

t ! 

PER CENT ILLITERATE 

.83 
1.:U 
4~48 

1l.42 
18.87 
25.72 

Such differentials among immigrant s in the percenta e of their 

nwnber which have some education are reflected in the range of oceupations 

entered by these peoples. The racial distr ibution in occupations is 

revealing.8 Among the English a~ Scotj.ish :J mmi gnm.s, the number engaged 

in highly skilled occupations is above average, especially engineers, 

mechanics, skilled craftsmen, clerical and professionally tra ined workers. 

Only twenty-three per cent ot English and twent~two per cent of Scottish 

immigrants engage in agriculture, as against thirty-fourr cent of all 

males in Canada . Of the Italians, thirty-sevtln per cent are l abourers., as 

against thirteen per cent for all Canadians. Thirty-four r cent of 

Gw. B. Hurd, Racial or1,1n6 and Na.tivity of the Canadian People, 
{Otta a, lngts Printer, 1931 • 

'Date on education etc. of- immigrants are not readily available . 
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Polish immigrants do heavy labour, while Ukranians and Russians have 

percentages for this occupation of 24 and 22 respectively, with S2 and 54 

in agri cul. ture. 

The broad e·ffects of lmm1grant illiteracy on the nation are 

realized in the Ii ht of a. few observations regarding social tendencies 

of illiterate groups in general. It is widely held that there is a 

greater tendency for illiterates to marry younger, and to become separated 

from husband or wife. Larger families and illegitimate children re more 

common among these groups. Wages are lower, and more illiterates enter 

both mental and corrective institutions .t han members of other groups. 

Nevertheless, in the absence of conclusive statistical evidence, 

or reasonably accurate date, it need not be as~umed that immigrants 

in gelieral adversely effect the quality of intelligence in the population. 

The large number of immigrants with, advanced education or t eChnical skill 

tend to offset those who are less well endowed mentally. 

The subject of crime among i.'Ilmigrants is customarily linked with 

the discussion of pauperism and insanity by those who would prove that 

immigrants impose an a.daeaburden upon the receiving nation and its tax

payers. The necasaity tOF adjustment to new 'ways <>f life, the sudden 

liberty which may be interpreted as license, all seem logical rea sons 

for these conai tions to be morEl prevalept a.D'l.ong immigrant s than among 

native- born citizens. Even Canadian stat istics seem 'to bear this out. 

Isaac, however, warns that stat. istical comparisons of the 

differentials in criminality between immigrant andna.tive sectors of 

the population must be interpreted with care . He feel ~ that if due 

9J. Isaac, op. cit., 195. 
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TABLE a 

CANADIANS 'IN PENI TENTI ARIES 1931 
By Country of Bil'thlO 

COUNTRY OF BIRTH PER 100,,000 

Cana dian Born 
other 131'1 t1sh Born 
Foreign Born 

Scandinavia 
Germany 
Britain 
Yugoslavia 
Greece 
China 
Negl'e 

t ' 

TABLE 9 

62 
70 

108 

56 
44 
47 
as 

147 
203 
559 

CONVICTIONS FOR INDICTABLE OFFENCES 
By Birthplace, 1945, 1946 

CANADAll 

BIRTHPLACE 

Canada 
England and Wales 
Ireland 
Scotland 

1945 

34,079 
726 
264 
405 
106 Other British Possessions 

United state ' 
Other Foreign Countries 
ot given 

' 633 
3,;1.05 
2,647 

1946 

3'1,427 
856 
262 
ill 
105 
'100 

2;562 
4,618 

= 

Uowance were made f or differences in sex, a e, r egional and social 

distribution, t he results might actually be reversed. 

lOIbid. -
llcanada Year Book, 1948- 49, t P. cit., 279 . 
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In short, an in~1r,y into the qualitative aspect of immigration 

is so greatly hampered by lack of accurate information, that conclusions 

are necessarily based on estimate rather than fact • . V/hat it does reveal 

is that elective immigration (on the basis of mental and physical defects) 

may be extremely valuable in cutting down the number of immigrants who S2 

become public charges .. 

llGst of the more important effects of ifl~igration on the nation 

are no more easily reduced to stat istics. The facts are often obscure; 

t he met.hod of measur ent inadequate; the total complexit.y of the problem. 

overwhelming ... and most important the observable results are still . 

largely a m,tt,er of t he fut.ure . Yet these are the proverbial footballs, 

in most discussions. The effect of iuunigration on wages , tr~de unions, the 

standard of living and economic crises are favourite points of argument, 

as is its possible effects on politi cs and the growth of populatien. 

ltnmigratlon, it is argu<'ld, ma:y lower wages to labour t.y either 

increasing the supply of labour seeking employment, or by introducing 

into the labour market a body of lforkders whose wages and corresponding 

standard of living are lower than those of natives in the receiving 

countr,r. The native worker is thus underbid, and one of the results is 

that he is denied the opportunity of profiting financially by exceptionally 

advantageous periods in the cycle. Sucb periods of expansion and 

innovation where the demand for labour suddenly incr<'lases would mean a 

corresponding rise in wages, wer<'l it not also the period when great 

thrQngs of immigrants are ~tracted t o the country in ~estion. In t his 

connection, Professor Taussig wrote: 

The position of common labourers in the United b~ates 
(esp<'lcially in the northern and western states) bas been 
kept at its low level only by the continued inflo of 
immigrants ••• These eonstant new arrivals have kept down 
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the wages of the lowest group, and have accentuated also 
t he lines of soeial demarcation between this group and 
others .12 

In his di~ssion of t he effect of migration on the wage level, 

Isaac notes13 t hat a fall in the wage rate may readily follow if mol" 

immigrants than are easily absorbed are aq.mitted to a. coun:t:.ry at one 

time.. However, he feels that the net result of such a fall would be an 

increased demand at a lower price level, which would have a counteracting 

effect on the declining trend of the wage rate. The more elastic t he 

demand for labour, the smaller t he wage cut needed to reduce immigrant 

unemploym t, and the elasticity of this demand tends to approach infinity 

over a longer period of time. 

As f ar as Canada is concerned, one serious defect in t he "keep 

up the wages by restri cting industrial immigrants" argument is that it 

overlooks the reaction between the industrial wage rate and that rate 

for the extractive industries. Although this is a very slow reaction 

because of the temporary ~obility of labour from the latter to the 

former industry, it has occurred especially since the twenties,14 when 

wage rates have favoured factory workers . The 1941 census reports that 

the a.verage weekly wage (including beard) to farm labourers was $11.58; 

for a fifty week year this averaged about $995. For male workers in 

factory industry the average a.nnual wa.ge was $1202. As a result, this 

differential is beginning to correct itself not only by a sharp rise in 

12Taussig, Princi pl,es of EoonotIlics, Vol. II, p. 139, (1911). 

15Isaac, Ope cit., 209. 

14B.K. andwell, "Population, A Canadian Problem II , Queen' § Quarterly, 
(Autumn 1947), 317 . 
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t he price of farm products , but also b.Y a rural- urban movement. 

Mr . B. it . Sand"ell points outlS that the rate paid to a 'cultural labour 

is limited by the world price of Canada "s exportable surpluses. Because 

of European demand, m<ide effective by Western gifts, the post-war pries 

i a hi h one. He predicts that when this situation ceases to exist and 

the prices of such surpluses fa.lI, the farm-tact.ory differential ill 

again be significant. ~fuether this cut in agriculturets purchasing power 

wUl bril'lg on a gem 1"&1 slump in industrial prociuction is another tter 

for speculation. ihat is clear is tf'!..at the use of restrictions on 

immigration of industrial labour then, in order to keep up wages, would 

se m to b poor economics in a period when these wages are out of line 

with those of agricultural workers. Above all, agricultural manpower 

must be maintained at a level sufficient to produce those export surpluses 

which are our chief source of foreign exchange . 

Immigration has seriously complicated the problems of the trade 

unions, for because of it both the need anrl the difficult~es of organization 

have increased. Since the depression, the attitude of the unione on 

this question-niS been one-of caution if not of opposltion,16 but once 

immigra.nts are admitted to the eountry the unions are under the necessity 

of receiving them or suffering from their competition. One study has 

revealed the ext.ent to which alien races differ in their adaptability to 

union control.l ? 

I. 

l5Ibid. 517. A similar argument is expanded in Dr. J.E. Lattimer, 
Immigration fWd Land Settlement (0. rdenville, Garden Citu Press, 1942),. 

l 6Tbe attitude of labour will be discussed below. 

17Ethelbert St art, "The Influence of Trade Unions on Immigrants", 
The Uakin~ of America, Vol. III, pp. 226 ff. 
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In reply to these attacks ~ labour, the defence is often made 

that the effeet of immigration is rather to increase industrial efficiency, 

facilitate the development of resources, and expand industry at a rate 

not otherwise possible. Whether such a claim is valid rests upon +mo basic 

assumptions. In the first place it assumes that alien residents constitute 

a net addition to total population. The opposite situation could eoneeiv-

ably follow where u~grants displace native r esidents or native reproduct

ion drop d.18 In t he second pl ace, immi ~rantB must initiate innovations 

and inventions 1Nhich raise the standard of living -- yet history has shown 

that one of t he great.est incentives to invention i s t he searcity of labour. 

~at effect has immigration on the amount and distribution of 

wealth, €\ll financial crises? Only guesses ean be made, but one authorityl9 

feels that t here may be sound reasoning in the quip that it is cheaper to 

rea.r labourers t han to i mport then. Concerning Canadian inuni rants, at 

least, it is currently quote~ that 5000 capital is needed to establish 

one immigl"ant in this country,. and to this mig;lt be added t he l arge sums 

0f money sent abroad by immigrants each year. One thing does seem certain 

from history -- that is, that immigrants have profoundly affected the 

distribution of wealth in a country. Like other symptoms or postula.ted 

causes of crises, t he effect of immi,~ration is no more certain or clearly 

defined. Fairchild,20 however, does think ~runigration accelerates the 

tendency toward overproduction. He argues t hat increased immigration is 

a response to a strengthening demand for labour, nd in turn, the new 

18Fairchild, op_ eit., MI. 'l'he whole cp estion is di Bcussed below 
with special reference to Canada. 

19Charles F. Speare, "Vlhat America Pays Europe tor Immigrant Labor", 
North American Review, (187 :106). 

20Fairehi~d, Ope cit., 347-357. 
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purchasing power in the hands of immigr ants maY'mean a rising demand for 
--. 

consumer goods. The short-run price of the goods Jumps in r esponse. 

i nvestment prospects in related industries brighten, as cially vlhen the 

continuing flood of immigrants keeps wage costs from rising and ensures 

active consumer demand in th e fu ture. Should wages tall as t.e supply of 

new labour tempor arily olltruns demand, t~te under-consumption theorists 

would foresee an immediate drop in consumption, and possibly t he first 

signs of the downswing . Even tbi.s phafle, it is a rgued, is worsened 

because of irondgration . W:i th prices falling, many consumers preter to 

save rather t han to spend. Immigrants, often being accustomed to 'very low 

standards of living can cut necessity ... bu.ying even more than natives, 

quite possibly hoarding the balance, or sending it out of the country. / 1 

Another effect may be seen in the field of political unrest, of 

non-assimilation of im.mi gr ants into the democratic and "English" way of 

life . The Canada Year Book for 194221 states that where there is any 

considerable immigration int.o a democra.tic country such as Canada, t he 

r aeial and linguistic composition of the immigrants is of ime importance . 

It is best, of course, for immigrants to be already id ntif'ied by race 

or language with one or other of the major Canadian traces ' . Since 

statistics have shown that the French are not to any great extent an 

emigrating people, this means in practice that the great bulk of what may 

be called preferable settlers as far. as assimilation is concerned are 

those who speak the English l anguage . ext. in order of preference on the 

basis of assimilation are the eandinavians and etherlander s wbo learn 

English readily and have some acquaintance with the workings of democratic 

institutions. Settlers from Southern and Eastern Euro , although 

excellent from an economic point of view, have been found to be s10 to 

asaimilate. The 'Canadianizing' of those wbo have come to C nada from 

2lcanada Year Book; 1942, 524. 



YEAR 

1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
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TABLE 10 

ORIENTAL IWIGRATION TO CANADA 

1906 - 194'1
22 

( 

TOTAL YEAR 

5,392 · 1921 
12,161 1928 

5, 541 1929 
2,171 19.50 . 
5,112 19S1 
7,402 1932 
7,682 1953 
7,216 19M 
2,284 1935 

467 19$6 
868 1931 

1,457 19$8 
4,027 1959 
2,978 1940 
1~864 1941 
5;226 1942 
1;22'1 1945 
1,246 1944 

567 1945 
482 1946 
513 1947 

, 

TOTAL 

569 
592 
250 
f?98 
2a6 
181 
145 
160 

96 
116 
158 

66 
63 
50 
5 
5 
1 

--
1 

16 
172 

these regions in t he t wentieth century is a problem in many centree of 

settlement . Less as imilable still ,are those coming from the Orient. 

The 1941 census shows that of t he U.S millions in Canada thm, 

only half reported thEmselves as of itish ' Isles origin. Of the a, 

one half were Emglish and the other half JUore Scottish than Irish. The' 

other fifty per cent of the total population were thirty per cent of 

FTench origin, with eighteen per cent "Other Earopeanu and two per cent 

Asiatio, African, Indian and E kim-c . 25 The accompanying table illustrates 

--------------------------~---------------------------------
22canada t:ear Book, 1948-49, Op e cit., 183 . 

2~. Key-ritz, 'tEthnio Groups and their haviour lf
, The Annals, 

(Phil., Sept. 1947), 159. 



that one of the least assailable groups -- the Oriental category ... - has 

been characterized by a relatively low number of immigrants to Oanada 

since 1906. 

Interesting and valuable tudies on assimilation were carried 

out by the late rrof. VI. B. Hurd from the 1931 census data. Assuning 

one of the tests of complete assimilation to be inte~marriage with native-

born residents, we may judge the tendency of cert ain ethnic gl'OUps thus~ 

In 1926 the proportions of parents in theeveral groups 
married to a member of the same lP"0up was for mOst European 
origins 75 per cent or over •• • (with Rumanians, Belgians 
and Czechs at 65 per cent, · Swedish and Dutch at about 50 
pe'r cent). But from 1926 to 194$ Scandinavians stood at 
about 20 per cent; Rumanians at about 55 per cent; Russians 
and Poles at about 50 per cent. Italians had dropped trom 
80 to SO per cent; Ukranians from 90 to 75 per cent; Finnish 

,from 90 to 60 per cent.24 . 

The etfect of imm1gration on the size of tbe population of 

Canada has given rise to a cons~derable amount ~f controversy. The 

taets,25 on fust sight at least, do not support the brief that the 

size Qf the population is largely due to immigration. 

In 1901 the population was about. - 5,500,000 

From 1901-50 natural increase - - --- 3,200,000 

From 1901-50 :immigration ------- 5,000,000 

Hence the total population in 19~1 should be 15,500,000 

But it was only ------ 10,500,000 

Many of the remaining three and one b~f million had emigrated to the 

United states. Of this number it has be estimated that only about 

500,000 were Canadian born; the rest were immigrants who had never 

become established in Canada. The Dor.dn1on as acting as a side-door 

24Ibid. 162. This 1s an analysis of • Hurd t s findings in 
Racial Orr- ,d ~ ativit, of the Canadian Peo le, (ottawa, Dominion 
of Statistics, 1951 • 

25uanada Yea r Book, 1942, op. cit. , 552 . 
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for immigration to the United Sta.tes. To quote Mr. MeLean of the Bureau 

ot Statistics: 

The increase in popula.tion in the last eighty years due to 
immigration as 1,844,000 and this about balances the loss 
of Canadians to the United Stat es, and certainly only balances 
the loss of Canadians to the Unitea States and elsewhere. 26 

But this does not allow us to conclude hastily ei ther that 

immigration is of no ,value to population growth or that immigrants drive 

out native-born Canadians. Canada w1ll h<tve to faee, for a time at least, 

-t he strong pull of the United States ith the varied opportunities in 

business and the professions . Protdssor Hurd eotimated27 that for the 

decade 1921-31 Gur population actually was larger by 212,000 people than 

i_ would have been ha there been no immigration trom abroad even when 

offset by emigration of native Canadians. In other words it would appear 

that the one and a half million immigrants who entered in that decade28 

increased the population by 212,000. 

!l'. B. L. Keenleyside29 outlined some of the reasons why immigrants 

stayed so shert a time in Canada before moving south. '!'hese ineiude the 

PAt--sieal-advantages of-an-agreeab-le-cl±mat :arKt-;. 

resources; t he political and psychological ones -- the immigrant being 

supposedly attracted by a country which offers the greatest number of 

changes from thiit to which they were accustomed. A republic, a Uwealthy 

country", demoeratic equality were attractive for similar reasons. 

Increasingly, too, another advantage lured prospective immigra.nts as 

27w.a. Hurd, Ope cit., 231. 

281941 Census figures are 1,509,136 tor the decade. 

29H.L. Keenleysida, "Canadian Immigration Policy", International 
Journal, ('foronto, 1948), 4. 
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TABLE U 

MIGRATION FROY CANADA TO UNITED STATES 

1955 .. 1947.50 

I rw.UGRANT U. S. CITIZENS PERSONS 
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30 I ALIENS FROM RETURNING FROM DEPmTED 

OANADA CANADA FROM CANADA 

1955 7,,695 4 ,455 224 
19c6 e~018 4;524 206 
1957 1l,799 5;211 214 
193t3 14;070 5;052 153 
19S9 10, 501 4,253 153 
1940 10,-806 4,284 115 
1941 11,280 . 3;572 79 
1942 10;450 4;725 107 
1943 9;571 4~892 78 
1944 9;821 4;745 69 
1945 11,079 5;138 l8S 
1946 20;434 6;769 414 
1947 25,467 5,005 589 

tOTAL 

12,5'12 
12;748 
17;224 
19;255 
14;887 
1i;185 
14;951 
15;282 
14;541 
14 • . 33 
16;405 
27;617 
29,059 

well as nati ve Canadians to the tlnited S~ates. This was t he aecumulation 

of invest ment capital in Hew York and Boston . Parallel with this 

deve~nt came the growth oL L~eisureclass~ whieh---d-r-ew to ~its-'Walth 

and culture the ambitious and talented of this continent and beyond. 

Mr. Keenleyside interprets this as 

an attraction ••• not so much of a country as of a s:>eial 
structure ••• As Montreal and Toronto dr aw from. smaller 
cities and the rural areas of Qu bee and Ontario, so 
New York draws from the continent as a whole. 5 

Conelusive evidence of t he numerical effect, at least , of immigration 

on Canada. ' s pop.1l.ation is somewhat obscured by the eagre information 7.n 

30Canada ear Book, 1948-49, 0e. cit., 184. In view of the lack of 
Canadian s tatistics on emigration, this T'able was compiled from figures 
supplied by the Immigration and T tlll"alization rviee of the United 
St ates Department of Justice. 

Sl.Keenleynde, op. ei't;., 5, 6. 
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American Immigration Statistics regarding the exact origin of persons 

crossing into that country- from Canada. Herbert .Marshall, Dominion 

Statisticlan,32 estimates that between 1851 and 1941 almost 6,700,000 

immigrants entered Canada , and in the ·same pertod 5,500,000 left 

making a net imlnigration of 400,000 for these ninety years. 

In 1941 the immigrant population of Canada (those born 
outside Canada) was slightly over 2,.000;000. As the net 
inward movement since 1851 was only 400,000 it is obvious 
that many Canadian-born left Canada. Statistics show that in 
1951 more than one and one quarter Canadian- born were living 
in the United States. 55 

What conclusion" th.en can be drawn from these oomewhat eonflicting 

opinions? One group would have us believe that irnmigration only served 

to displace native-born CanadiansJh11e another would list immigration 

as the key factor in thi~ country's recent development~ A third view, 

that taken by Mr . Marsha1154 and Professor Hurd55 might be ohosen as 

being closer to the truth. They hold that a1. thou~h there has been 

oonsiderable emigration of Canadlan-bo-l'D to the United States, t his was 

inevitable because of the diverse economio developnent of the two countries 

, 
no immigration to replace those leaving. Some areas of over population, 

it is true, acceler ated such south ard movement. The lessons of the past 

in thi.s regard should be carefully noted today. If the flow of Canadians 

to the United states decreases, more and more attention will have to be 

paid to our absorptive capaoity for immigrants aa well as for their smooth 

asst@ilation into Canadian life. 

52 
Sena~2 Hearings , Op e cit., (1946) 249. 

55.!EJi. 

34~ig. 256 . 

35Vide Supra . 
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A SURVEY AND APPRAISAL OF PREVAILI NG CANADIAN ATTITUDES 

TOWARDS D4!IGRATION 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE HEARINGS 

A study of Canadian Immigration Policy i s apt to be completely 

oooupied with a mass of histor,y, statistics and Law, and perhaps rightly 

so -- for ~hat is national policy exoept a series of decisions, revised 

and reformulated on the basis of their effect on t he nation? As it 

stands that is the whole pioture .- but a decision is not a mechanical 

oonclusion like t he total. which appears on an adding maohine", A human, 

or a group of h~ans, are responsible for its birth, and t hey are 

influenced 1n t urn by thousands of other humans whose opinions are 

heard only in th b ckground. 

The study of the influence of pressure groups within t he nation 

on national policy is a new and faSCinating field.· Moulded by ciroum-

t ance,. united by common interest ,. the modern nation with its efficient 

communication and transportation facilities eas11y divides itself into 

sectional groups -- Labour, t he Churoh" Bi g Business, unassimilated 

Et hnic groups and 60 forth. , For t hei r own ends, or from their own. 

standpoints, t hey adopt oertain attitudes towards nat ional questio~s, 

and, . with success dependent upon their respe ctive wer, political 

action and influence, t hey work towards the formulation of their particular 

attitudes into national policy. 

In discussing North American pressure groups , one authoritylpoints 

1 R. M. MacIver, The Web of Government (New York, Ma i11an Co., 
1947). 

51 . 
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out that such lie. frankly materialistio conception of politics"2 para

doxioally aooompanies, without seeming need of reconciliation, the most 

universal acceptance of the democratic ideal . In the United States he 

feels that, 

poll tics [have become) •• •• the jockeying of organized groups for 
relative advantage ••• • LTo som~ a legislative act is always 
the calculable resultant of a struggle between pressur groups, 
never a decision between opposing eono ept i ons of National Welfare • 
••• The public interest might seem to be nothing but the diagonal 
of the forces that constantly struggle for dvantage. 3 

Since, however, the whole logic of emocraoy is baaed on the 

oonception that there is a national unity, and in add tion, that the 

value of rsonallty entitles every man to his own opinions, every 

speoific interest must make an appeal to the whole . · The danger, in 

modern sooiety, is that the imperialism of powerful groups may threaten 

the value of personality a s a universal good, and thus destroy the 

demooratio ideal. 

This is perhaps too extreme a picture to apply directly to 

Canadian politics, wher the English tradition of government is a 

~mperlng fa-ot~r. Nevertheless, a m:tlder coun'terpal't oft-he American 

situation is sBuredly present . For this reason, then, I haVe ttempted 

as a part of this study to root out prevailing Canadian attitudes on 

the subject in question, not 60 much to find out which pressure group 

is the strongest on the belsis of the policy which has recently and is 

now evolving, but rather to throw light on the Canadian stage -- to 

distinguish the prinoiple actors by their attitudes, and to trace, 

2Ibid. 219 . 

5Ib;~ . 220 . 
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however sket chily, the manner in which the drama of Canadian Immigration 

has been plotted and has unfolded as a result of these char cters. 

The principal source for this inquiry ha s been a series of 

Government Publications evntaining verbatum reports of t he Heari ngs 

of t he Sen te Committee on Immigration and Labour, beginning in 

May 1946 and oontinuing through 1949. . This specific inquiry into 

Immigration was undertaken on the suggestion of Senator Roebuek with 

t he purpose of exam.ining, 

the Immigration Act (R. S.C. chapte r 93 and Amendments) its 
operation and administration and t he ciroumstanoes and oonditions 
r elating t hereto inCluding : (a) the desirability of admitting 
immigrants to Canada, (b) the t ype of immigrant which should 
be preferred, inoluding origin, training and other cha raoteristics, 
(c) t he availability of such immigr ants for admission, (d) t he 
facili ties, resources and capacity of Canada to ah$orb, employ 
and maint ain such immigrants, and (e) t he appropriate terms and 
conditions of such admission; 

•• •• and that t he said Committee report its findings to [ the Senate 1 . 
•• •• and that t he said Committee have power t o send for persons, -
papers nd records.4 . 

at were the circumstances behind t his inquiry? The war had 

just ended and t he economy was in the throes of conversion to peace

time functions. In t his conversion prooess , a sever labour shortage 

was hampering success in same seators; refugees in Europe, unrepatriated 

as a r esult of political upheaval, were homeless and starving, and 

were clamouring to come to America; relatives of Europeans, who had 

waited patiently t hrough the years of War, were demanding immediate 

admission for their loved ones; nations were talling about defence 

plans, and already Australia had announced a broad pol i cy of Immi at ion 

4Pl'<)ceErdings of the St anding Committee on Immigr at i on and Labour, 
1946, p. iv. This is the "Order of Referenoe, an extract from t he 
Minutes of the Proceedi ngs of t he Senate , Wednesday, May 8, 1946 . " 
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to this end. In short, a consideration of Canada 's Immigration Policy, 

still 1n its wartime form, was demanded ... - and in a dem?cracy, who were 

more suitable to consider it than the people themselves? As I have 

attempted to show, people are not only individuals, but members of 

pressure groups. As a r~sult, the people who were called on b.Y the 

Senate Committee to voice their opinions on Immigration policy did 

so frequentlY in their oapacity as delegates of some one of t hese 

sectional groups. 

Representatives ot a wide range of interests were swnmoned to 

appear before the Committee; their briefs were heard, questioned and 

debated, and at the end of each year, a very oonoise, and rather 

general, report with Reoommendations was submitted to the Senate_, Some 

of the oral evidence, or the o'refully prepared Statements and Briefs 

are concerned primarily with raeial, religious or sectional economic 

reasons for the support, or t he rejeotion of a wider immigration polie.y; 

others look at the whole picture from a humanitarian view; and still 

others regard the problem 1n the light of economic or military advantage 

for Canada. 
. 

One may ask, in the midst of this maze of opinions how muoh 

value such a Haring would be in influencing the Government towards 

the actual formulation of policy. Did the Government, for political 

reasons at least, listen to the multitude of opinions, so carefully 

condensed and reduced to anonymity' in the Senate Recommendations? Or 

were the opinions 0£ the Government Economists (who would ap ar from 

time to time before the Committee) the only ones considered? The 

Senators themselves voiced this query every so otten. At the first 

meeting in 1947, the Hon. Mr. Burchill asked, 
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"After we make the inquiry as wide as we possibly can by- calling 
on ever,ybody who can Rive us any light on the subjeot, what shall 
we 0 then? ••• Last year a l arge number of peopl e representing 
various ources made exoellent represent ations before t he oommittee 
• • •• [which werel submitted to the government, and what happened? 
We are in just the same position that we were in last year, even 
worse per haps.uS 

Whereu n the Hon. Mr. Roebuck reminded the disheartened members 

that publio opinion was vastly i nfluenced by t he Reports , and that the 

Government department in question had changed its r ecommendhtions 

concerning immigration along the lines suggested by the Committee . 

Vfuether the i~luence of individual opinions was of considerable 

importance or not, one f eels somehow an instinctive confidence in th 

democratic ideal to assure t hat the ' little people' will be heard. If 

one believes in the importance of t his pressure group idea -- in the 

pushing and pulling foroes behind policy- maki ng -- the inner-workings 

of the maohine are open to inspection in these Reports. Here is the 

struggle of the selfish and the idealistic, the i norant and t he scholarly, 

t he powerful and the pestering, which in a democracy shapes public 

thinking~ Whether it shapes public poliey is t he question under debate, 

but one is i ncl i ned to believe t hut the active forces are not always, 

not ent1re~y, the Economist or St atesmen in Ottawa, but t hese pseudo

economists and pseudo.statesmen, the FrenCh-Canadian, the labour union, 

the big corporation, Whose votes are, after all, valued in a general 

election . 

The f ollowing study i s thus an attempt to sift, condense and 

assess these interviews, with the hope of producing some general analysis 

5Ibid• 1947, p. 7. -
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of Canadian attitudes .. The first two chapters' inolude the views of 

Labour, unassimilated Ethnio groups, transportation companies and 

sooial workers. The French-Canadian position is presented separately, 

since t he materi al used for t he analysis is not inoluded in the Senate 

Committee Hearings. In conclusion are stout t h broader viewpoints 

of Economists, Govornment officials and the chief recommendations of 

the Senate Committee itself. An appendix to this general study contains 

an Index to the Senate Committee mat rial, listed chiefly under particular 

topics of discussion, interest groups represented, and b.1 Briefs delivered 

by well-known individuals . Alt hough only a very general guide, it is 

at least a path into the maze of useful (and not so useful) information. 



CHAPTER V 

SECTIONAL ECONOMIC I NTERESTS 

One of t he most vocal pressure groups in the Canadian eeono~, 

Labour has recently been carrying increasing weight in matters of national 

poliey. On the question of immigration, its voice has been raised in 

protest since the twenties. In particular Labour bas objected to the 

admittance of immigrants whose customary standard of living was lower 

than that of nat! e Canadian workers, fearing lest wages would be 

subsequently kept down, if not lowered, by the willingness of these 

immigrants to work for next to nothing. In general, LaBOur bas shown 

little approval of an,y immigration in\Tolving l abourers, except perhaps 

those destined for the f a.rms or for domestic service. For this reason, 

the evidence of its attitude on recent policy as contained in the Reports 

of the Senate Hearings is interesti ng, and it is hoped, valuable. 

The two great Cana.dian T~ade Unions, the Canadian Congress of 

Labour and the Trades and Labour Congress, were summoned by the Committee 

to send delegates. Both presented views substantially similar in emphasis, 

and two separate aspects of t he immigration problem were distinguished 

by both . On the one hand, the Unions agr eed that Canada should accept her 

sbare of Displaced Persons, feeling that this was essentially a humanitarian 

question to be considered separately from immigration policy in general. 

The l atter , on the other hand, was an economic question and, as such, 

necessitated caution, planning and cOlwultation with Labour . 

The Canadian Congress of Labour was repres nted befor e the 
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Committee in 1948 by its president, A. R. Mosher, and Research Director, 

Eugene Forsey. This union,_ whieh was born in 1940 as the Congress of 

Industrial Unionism, bas repeatedly recommended that whatever immigration 

poliey be deemed wise, i t should contain n~disertmination on grounds 

of race, nationality, creed or colour. This was the first topic presented 

in the 1946 Brief. It read: 

Racial discrimination should have no place in our immigration 
poliey. People from some countries may, because of their 
background, education or -customs, fit into Canadian life 
more easilY than people from some other countries, and such 
factors may properly be taken into account. But tlraee n 
(however defined) or nati onality ought not to be considered 
at all .l 

They further suggested that if for economic ~easons some 

immigration was allowed, preference ought to be given to those who were, 

or soon would be, of wor~ing age, in order to overcome what they called. 

Ha steadily rising proportion ot old people in our population. n2 Said 

Mosher: "There is flO reason why Canada should be expected to serve as a 

sort of international old -peoplets home . ,,3 Although this suggestion does 

seem to be a logical one to apply, one is surprised to find it so readily 

endorsed by Labour. There could easily be some conflict between the 

absorption of these younger immigrants and the union-guarded seniority 

rights of older workers. Warren Thompson4 discusses this possibility in 

some detail, .foreseeing as a result, hopelessness and frustration among 

younger workers competing with older ones who have, t hrough various types 

of union beriefits, secured almost a monopoly-hold on certain t ypes of 

skilled work. 

lSenate Hearings, Ope cit. J 1948, 207. 

2lbid• 208 . -
5 lli!. 
4vlarren S. Thompson, Population Problems, (New York, McGraw-Hill 

Book Company, 1942) 500, 502. 
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The Congress continued to point out tha t it ~~uld be unwise to 

base immigration policy on the assumption that Canada could get as many 

suitable immigrants as she wanted in the years to come, since most 

European countries ere becoming increasingly anxious to keep in the 

homeland exactly the types of people who would make the best immigrants. 5 

Turning to the more fundamental question of the desirability 

of admitting immigrants to Canada, the Congress stated: 

Specifically, [it ] must be related to t he Government's 
declared aim of maintaining a high level of employm.ent 
and' income., We want as JDaI\Y igrants as will give us the 
highest possible standard of living for the masses of. the 
people. We do not want' immigration used as a means of 
getting cheap and docile 'Workers and breaking down the 
standards which organ;i.zed Labour has buUt up.l'/e do not 
want it used to provid,e employers, iith a PQol ... of unemployed 
workers who will be t aken on when the employer can make a 
profit by USing extra hands, laid off and mainta ined at the 
taxpayers' expense when he cannot, and used as a big stick to 
keep labour in its place ,S 

For this reason,- the Congress recommended that neither the 

framing or immigr ation poliay nor its administration be lett to 

private interests, but should be kept firmly in the hands of the 

Government (ltwh4.eh is resj'l(')flsibl-e to~the peopleD) who 'Would "regalar-ly 

consult with the representatives ot Labour and Agl'iculture as to both 

policy and administrationfl .7 One need hardly peintout the contradiction 

in this statement. As might be expected, organi.zed l a bour wanted the 

Government to be strictly democratic, except tha t it must lend an 

attentive ear to Labour and Agriculture. 

As far as the capacity of Canada to beneficially absorb immigrants 

is concerned, Yr. Mosher stressed tha t a careful study of our physical 

SSenate Hearings, op. cit., 208 . 

SIbiq. 

7Ibi d• 209 . 
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resources was the first necessity. Until such a study as made, it was 

suggested t -hat Prof. W.B. Hurd's est1mates of twenty-seven to twenty-nine 

million acres of reasonably accessible land, be used as t he basis of 

judgment. B Ner did he feel that the limited natural resources available 

as a basis for increased population could b offset by "the progress ot . 

science, new discoveries and inventions which will make the desert blossom 

like t he rose and enabl e us to grow bananas at the North Pole".9 In . . 

other words they suggested aeonserva tlve, flexible poliey , not a "leap 

in t he dark on the cheerful assumption that science will provide a 

. comfortable . landing- net at just the right moment tt • lO 

But this matter of immigration, the Congress stressed, was an 

economic (me, a s well as one of physical ca.pacity . It involved markets 

as well as resources, and a s part of the country1 s gen ral economic 

problem, should be considered as an integral part of the whole. The 

prospects of any considerable expansion in Canadian wheat-growing, in 

view of the relatively inelastic foreign demand for wheat, were not 

bright, especially since t he population of Northern and Western Europe 

might soon be sta t i onary and within a few decades, they felt mi ght begin 
-

to tall. The uncertainty of foreign trade, and t he unlikely expansion of 

8This suggesti on led to the follOwing debate: 
HonYr.Horner: Who is Professor Hurd.? 
Mr. !oshel': He is a professor at M ster University. 
Hen. Mr .. · Horn r; I am. V6Fy doubtful about professors. 
Dr. Forsey: y I add that Professor Hurd was retained by the advisory 
comi ttee of the Department of Reconstrllctlon, and he is by general consent 
the ~est informed expert on the subject in the Dominion of Canada.(Ibid. 214) 

9Ibid. 210. -
lOIbid. -
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Gutside markets could allow for little stable expansion of Canada's 

export industries, As Labour sa it, the other alternative base for a 

gro ng population, an increasing home market, ~ould depend primarily 

"on high productivity and a comprehensive 500ial security system".11 

These a.re abviously matters of union concern, but one might add to th m 

another factor. Immigration will tend to increase dependence on world 

trade if it contributes proportionately more to the production of Canada's 

staple exports t han to the consumption of these products. This' is less 

likely to hap -en when immigrants bring with them new industries and know

how which enables the development of more varied products. 

Another matter brought into the discussion was the 105s of 

Canadians to the United states. They pointed out that even in the best 

y arB of immigration, in the decade before the first world war, when 

conditions seemed particularly favourable for retaining immigrants and 

native Canadians alike, new arrivals did not stay but sought what they 

evidently considered to be "greener pastures" in t he United St.ates. 12 

The argument that immi ants would help to carry the burden of our national 

debt and t axation also came in for discussion. '!bey reminded t he Senate 

Committee that if the i mmigrants were to go on relief, expenses would 

rise and tax revenue fall so that the burden of debt per head of producing 

population would be higher, not lower. 

In conclusion, t he Congress submitted t hat the first aim of 

national economie policy should be t provide full employment at IIdecent 

ineo es,lI for Canadian people. Immigration policy should be "dovetailed 

in with general ployment policy, housing policy, a Labour Code, and 

l lIbid. 215 • -
12Ibid.. 214 .. -
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social securit7n.15 It this were done, controlled population intake 

need not bring disast~r to the labour market. 

The Trades and Labour Congress has traditionally stood for 

restriction since its beginning in the 1880-&. In the Brier presented 

betore the Committee by Perey l3engough in 1946, this poliey was evident. 

One of the first suggestions made was MUn for the "exclusion of all 

r a ces that cannot be properly assimilated into the national lite of 

Canada" .14 Continuing, Bengough stated :' 

We cannot ignore the tact of the wonderful productive 
advantages of our industries, agriculture and our valuable 
na t ural resources, and in our .,judgment we should be willing 
to accept selected people only in $\loh degrees that they 'can 
be absorbed and do not vitally affect the genual wel1"are of 
our own citizens, and that full e loyment and security are 
&ssln'ed to all before any attempts are made to rem.ove existing 
restpotations. IS . 

'!'he Tr ades and tabour Congr'e5s also pointed out that the problem 

of securtng selected immigrants was no less than the one of how to retain 

them as citizens. 

Until means are found to retain our ablest and brightest 
citizens, the looking for new immigrants to educate, train 

-and---i~se-i-s-not--s0-impot't--ant~t~4ai!~~l-t--our first 
job i s rp r -h en "in , h n r in th n 
immigrants .16 

The suggestion was .made that the problem might be solved bY' 

raising the standard of living to a level sufficient to retain Canadians 

customarily attracted to the United St ates. In commenting on this problem 

elsewhere,l? B. K. Sandwell pGints out that most immigration of this 

lS;gid. 

14lbid. 1946, p . 222 . 

15Ibid. -
I ?D. K. Sandwell, nPopulation: A Canadian Pr oblem", Queen 's Quarterly, 

(May 1948). 
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nature in receqt years has consisted of persons with rather more than 

average skill or education. He suggests that this may sUbstantiate the 

argument that a larger proportion of Canadians are receiving higher 

education in relation to th at being aiven in the United States, a ' situation 

which may well have been magnified during the War by the wholesale 

repla cement of higher education with technical military training programmes 

in the United States particularly. In addition he feels that the high 

average income and t mansr large aggregations of extremely weal thy 

people, which are rt of t he United s tat es economy, enable it to sustain 

a larger per cent of its population in occupations requiring special skill 

and knowledge, while it. also affords opportunities for to notch skills 

which Canada cannot maintain at all . How the Canadian economy cOuld be 

geared to such a height as to absorb all these skilled persons (which is 

in effect Labour 's suggestionD is puzzling. A given po ation ith a 

given national income can support just so many professors, ministers and 

surgeons . One possible solution does seem to be in the field of immi ration 

-- to admit people wh.o will do the rough work which must be done if those 

with the skill and knowledge are to make a living. This alternative 

would not suit Labour! 

True to expectations, Labour's official voice, the Trade Union, 

revealed its attitude towards immigration as one of extreme caution, but 

surprisingly enough, not of complete objection. ss immigration, it 

was pointed out, would threat.en the organized supply of Labour, would 

weaken its bargaining power, with the p06sible result of decreased real. 

wages and social benefits. One appreciates this consideration, but one 

wonders, whether l abour 's tight organization , bargaining with owner forces 

of similar strength, may not be artificiall y holding up wages at the 
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expense of an ultimate increase in the standard of 11 ving. Is it impeding 

a more natural rise, through Inve~ent In~ and exploitation of, new 

resources and techniques -- ventures which may now be discouraged by the 

high cost-s of production as well as t he risky r eturn? 

TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES 

Representatives from Canada's two l a rge railway systems ere 

frequently present at Senate Hearin,gs. Their experialce with irmdgrants -

transporting and aiding in settling, placement in industry and agriculture, 

as well as current inf~rmation on economic development across the eountv,r -

proved a source of valuable information tor the Commi ttee. Surprisingly 

enough, the question of the advantage to t he raUroads of increased 
. . 

transportation through immigration, whiihe hinted at, was lett in the 

backgrotmd. 

The Canadian National Rail ays were asked to send three delegates 

in 1946 and in June, Vessrs. Fairweather, McGowan and Maxwell were heard. 

Canada, it was stated, was eo Uland of opportunity", whose vast "store 

nouse-o-f re~Qurces" 4s made- a.vailable only by rail tran portation . - a 

system which e.xt,el1ds across the continent and into remote and sparsely 

settled a.reas" yet which is furnifhed "at lower costs than in any other 

country of the world" .18 The Canadian National Railways f Department ot 

Researeh and Development, the Committee was told, operates to build up 

ttaffic along this system by opening up, and urgi.ng the develQ ant of, 

new resources in remote areas already served by r ailway tributaries. 

The Brief continued: 

Canada is a. storehouse of natural resources, access to \\bieh 
has been afforded by her railway sJst ems and the country 

18I:b;td. 1946, 117. 
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is t herefore in a most favourable position to take advantages 
of opportunities for expansion.19 

They felt that the possibility of securing desirable immigrants 

of good type was more promising than it had been for many years~ and g1 yen 

a regulated long-tenn progr amme , Canada could advance into a period of 

eomparat1vely rapid growth .. with ple freeland for future development . " 

In June 1947, these three men returned to the Senate Hearings, .' 

and unlike the frequent practice ot delegates to read again the previous 

year's Brief,20 • Fairweather had prepared an admirable economic analysis 

with substantially rep,sed conclusions. The trend in Canada, he said, 

nis increasingly toward a broader production, with production I' unit of 

employment trending upward due to incre ing mechanization and improved 

technique lt • 21 One of the results of this is to IIproduce . a condition 
~ . 

equivalent Lin rate of economic development _" to immigration at the rate of 

250,000 people per year" )~2 Fairweather also pointed out that if 

substantial immigration was directed toward the agricultural segment of 

the Canadian econ0l.l\V, lower average productivit y (because of the necessity 

to employ-marginal -lands-)- and seriolIs ime-rnat:tQruU trade problems 

(because of the difficulty of selling the additional product) would be 

eneruntered. Since the railways' interest in i mmigration was centred on 

a return from the iucre sed tr fric large eno~gh to offset the additional 

expense involved, alch "misplaced immigration" would be lrowned on by 

them also. 

19Ibid. US . -
20Vide Labour (Ibid. 1947, 20 11) The Senators were apparentlY fooled. -
21 Ibid. 252 • 

22rbid. -
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Surprisingly enough, • McGowan did not seem to fully Elldorse this 

argument. He referred to the popular fear that immigration would lead 

to economic insecurity a s a thought- product of t he depression, and claimed 

tba t it was unfounded in t he light of Canadian economic blstory.25 

Not only, he stated, was immigration a duty of Canada as n n urd erpopulated 

country" but "it is vita l and neCGa q to the future welfare of our 

people". in addition "the admission of more peopl,e dll benefit the 

country and lessen the controlling influence of export markets on the 

"24 eoo~omy • 

The Canadian Pacific Railway 's point of view wa s presented in 

1946 by Messrs. Cresswell, Hutt and Collins. They contended that "there 

is no need for apprehension about the ability of t he country to absorb 

large number s of people". Said the Brief': 

Canada is huge. It will support a large populatien, 
probably three or four times its present [size ].. .. ' 

• A home market can only be created by increased immigr tion.25 

The conclusion reached was that we could easily absorb three 

hundred to five hundred thousand immigrants a year. 

In a Brief presented bef ore the McMaster Symposium in 1949,25 

tir. Fai eather elaborated on t he ef1;ect of immigration on railway 

transportation. He stressed that the degree to which the railways 

profited from immigrati on, i f at all, depended on t he produetivity of the 

immigrant, which in t ur n, depended on his education, acquired skUls, 

capital and opportunity. 

25):b1d. 256 . 

24Ibid• 237 . -
~bid. 1946, 151 . -
26S.,w. Fairweather, "Transportation and Immigration", (111m), 1949. 
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The immigr ant impinges upon the t r ansportation economy, in 
operating revenues and in operating eJ(penses. If immigration 
is to be predicated upon the maintenance of our tanciard of 
living or its incr ease, it is obvious tha t for each immigran,. 
capital will need to be invested to enable his l abor to be 
productive. 2'1 

For example, if it is assumed that the immi grant is as productive as the 

average Canadian, r . Fa1rweat~r estimated that the direct and indirect 

demands for railway service would amount to 4,700 ton miles and 275 

pasenger miles per year. 28 On the other hand, if the immigrant contribut es 

nothing to production and lives at ubsistenee level, a demand for railway 

services 'Would hardly exceed $IS per immigrant per year and the rail at 

industry would suffer a loss of 10 per immigrant per year . 29 

The stew:n.ship companies were also questioned by the Committee, 

chiefly coneerning the problem of future accommodation for immigrants. 

In 1946 when Jlr . Randles of the Cunard White star appeared, t he bulk of 

war-depleted shipping facilities was being used for t he Armed Forces 

returning from overseas. Many lengthy debates were held with Slipping 

officials during 1946 and 1947 in an ttempt to procure immigrant spaoe , 

but perhaps t he most valuable material in regard to immigration policy 

is contained in this first i nterview ith Mr. Randles . 50 He explained 

in some detail how before a new vessel could be built for this purpose 

27Ibi,d. 1. 

28Ibld. 2. 

291bid. 5. -
50Senate HearlyJts, Op e cit . , 1946, 269. 
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some definite assurance of continued traffic was necessary. "It would be 

folly t.o eontel1l.plate the investm.ent of something like 0,000,000 per 

ship ••• unless teare is more concrete prospect of a continuing volume 

of immigrant traffic". Added to this, he pointed out, ocean traffic 1s 

a two-way stream and it will not pay shipping companies to bring immigrants 

here if their ships must go back empty. In ahort, "tha long term policy 

of the Government ••• will decide what t ype of ship will be built tl •
51 

It seems from this evidence that. theoretically" a.t least, the 

initial' boost to passenger and freight traffic brought about by immigration 

would tnean added incomes to steamship and railway companies, provided 

the productivity of' the immigrant (in the case of r a ilways at 1ea.st) was 

sixty per cent that of the native population. 52 In the case of steam

ships it might maan t he necessity to expand facllitles in a period of high 

costs and t-o find return cargoes; in the ease of rail ays, the necessity 

to extend certain branch lines - gain adding capital equipment. 

~2Fairweather, op. cit., 5. 



CHAPl'ER VI 

THE HUMANlT ARIAN ARGlJUENT 

•••• "Let us 'distill some real aehievements 
~out of t he dregs of the present disaster ••• 
[Let us) wOld new refuges for the tired, for 
the poor, for the huddled masses yearning 
to be free •• u 

Franklin D. Roosevelt 

Unassimilated Ethnic Groups 

Most of the major ethnic groups in Canada were represented by 

speakers at the Senate Hearings. As might be expected, the majority 

spoke in favour of admitting those of their ()Ym nation, hile S) me 

also gave their general opinion of the wisdom of iml gration for Canada. 

On the whole, however, wh1le these Briefs must have added little of 

value towards the formulation of policy, they are helpful in bringing 

to light strong race attitudes within Canada. l It is interesting to 

note how the question of Communism among possible immigrants is present 

not only in the minds of the Co ittee, but is also mentioned by the 

majority of speakers. A brief discussion of salient attitudes revealed 

by Ethnic delegations should put the spotlight on yet another group in 

Canada's drama of secti onal pulls . The very fact t hat these groups spoke 

so forcefully on behalf of prospective immigrants in their respective 

IProeeediggs of the Standing Committee on Immigration and Labour, 
1946, p. 58 . The Ukranian brief begins, nIt is not the purpose of this 
Brief to try to inf luence t he Government of Canada in formulating a 
policy , but is rather an appeal to the Government to allow a certain 
element into the country once t hat policy is declared in f avour of more 
immigration ••• u 
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ethnic groups is some evidence of the lack of their complete assimilation 

into Canadian life. 

Ukranian -- The Ukranian delegation of five members from the 

Ukranian Canadian Committee2 appeared before the Senate on May 29, 1948. 

Their Brief set forth a number of reasons for a wider immigration policy 

for Canada, and stressed fJequal opportunity and a square deal for all 

races n,5 in other words, the abolition of the distinction between ' preferred ' 

and 'non-preferred' groups, in which latter group the Ukranians had been 

placed. The Brief continued to point out that Ukranians in Europe were 

not only in ~reat ne~d of refuge -- squeezed between two totalitarian 

systems as they 'Were , but that they would make good citizens in Canada •• 

Many of t hese refugees ••• could be settled on the land and become 
a desirable asset to agricultural Economy ••• a portion could 

be absorbed into industry. Many of them understand the English 
language and would bolster up our own type ot democracy . 4 

In opposition to this view, another Ukranian, editor of the 

Ukranian Lite, 5 urged that the Canadian Government refuse admittance to 

Ukranian immigrants, arguing that otherwise "war criminals and eo1lab

orat;ionists would gain en try into ~ana.da under false pretences. 'lVihen 

questioned further, he admitted that he endorsed the view that Ukranians 

were needed in their native land. This raised cries of "communist 

inspired! ", Itpoliey of the Soviet Government 1 " from the other Ukranian 

2A co-ordinating organization of six nation-wide Canadian 
organizations, embracing eighty per cent of all organized Canadians 
of Ukr anian origin. 

5Se te Hearings, op. cit . 1946, p . 78. 

4Ibid. 1946, 42 . -
5 • Stephen clench , ~. 1948;. p . 42 . 
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It is interesting to note in the table of Ukranian Immigration 

to Canada; that in the fifty year.s since the first Ukranians were admitted, 

the decrease in the numbers enter~g bas been steadYJ 

TABLE 12 

UKRANI AN IWIGRATION TO CANADA 
190~19417 

YEAR MALE FEMALE 

1$00 to 1921 39,915 24;983 
1921 to 1930 22,191 14,693 
1931 to 1955 1,688 1,90$ 
1956 to 1959 1,952 2,377 
1940 to 1941 62 63 

Not stated 102 58 

Total 62,890 44,269 

TOTAL 

EU,e98 
57,084 

5,593 
4,309 

IlS 
160 

107,159 

Polish -- The Polish Briefs were presented in June 1946. The 

president of the Canadian Polish Congress8, J . S.W. Grocholski, reviewed 

the advantages to be g' ned from a larger population, and stressed the 

need for an "economically sound policy of immigration ••• based on a wise 

6Ibid. 1946, 52 . -
7Ibid. 1947, 515 . 

SAn association of Canadians 'of Polish ancestry, representing 
135 organizations. 
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selection, of peop1e.n . 9 He continued with a .strong plea to accept members 

of the Polish Armed forces -- reviewing at great length their qualifications, 

"cultural assets" , and so forth. In reply to this, Ur. Dutkiewicz, general . 

secretary of the D~moeratie Committee to Aid Poland,lO urged that Polish 

troops be left in Poland, where he said, "there is more liberty'.. than 

there is in CanadaI· .11 At this, the question of Communism was brought 

forward, and was beartily denied by the second delegation. 

TABLEli 

CANADIAN RESIDENTS OF POLISH ANCESTRY 
By Provinces12 . 

1946 

PROVINCE 

Prince Edward Island 
Nova Scotia. 
New Brunswick 
Quebec 
Ontario 
Manitoba 
Sa.akatcMwan 
Alberta 
British Columbia 
The Yukon 
North West Territories 

NtruBER 

1 
2,206 

255 
10,056 
54,895 
56,550 
2,7,-902 
26,845 
8,744 

55 
40 

Jewish -~ Members of the Canadian Jewish Congress appeared in 

July 1946 and again in May 1947. With the theme of the furtherance of 

9 Senate Hearings, OR- cit., 1946, p. 85 . 

lOAn association of Canadians of Po~ish ancestry, representing 50 
organizations. 

llSenate Hearings, Op e cit., 1946, 98. Said • Durkiewicz, ItI would 
say sir there is more liberty in Poland than there is in Canada. I do not 
mean to cast any reflections on Canada in any way." 

12rbid. 1946, p. 92. 5'ubmitted by the Canadian Polish Congress . -
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Jewish Immigration, • Saul Hayes pointed out that although the present 

Immigration Act appears to treat Je~ish applicants in precisely the same 

manner as others, in actual practice, a diseiminatory poli has been 

followed. for some time. Hayes15 tressed ,that "Our Dominion has not done 

its humane duty to the persecuted Jew! people during their worst time 

even within the limits of the written immigration law of our country. ,.l4 

In reply to a s tatement by the Hon. Mr. liey that only two per cent of 

Jewish population become agriculturalists, Mr . Hayes sug ested that an 

i ll'.migration policy stressing primarily fam immigrants "may hamper the 

balanced develo}.-"Ifl1ent of the countryU~ 15 It as made elear in the Briefs 

delivered that immigration would be endorsed b,y them only if in the basis 

of seleetion and t he enunciation of the progr amme, flthere be no seerecyn .16 

An appeal for humanitarian a.ction on behalf of th survivors of Hitlerts 

purge led to a number of positive suggestions, including, as previously 

stated, the plea for wider immigration and the removal of race theories 

from the Act .17 

The 1947 Brief contains much the same material . In short, the 

Committee was told that, 

The problem of the Jewish Displaced Persons in Etlrope 
is a specific one, offering this Dominion an excellent 
opportunity of securing fine citizens. IS 

15Ibid• 1946, p. 98. -
14Ibid. 1946, p. 1'10 . 

1SIbid. 1946 !I - p. 174. 

16Ibid" -
17lbid, - 179. 

I8Ibld -' 154 . 
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TABLE 14 

HEBREW IMMIGRANTS 
1930-194519 

YEAR NmaBER 

1930-51 5,421 
1931 .. 52 649 
1952- 35 712 
1953 ... 54 943 
1954-35 624 
1935- 56 000 
1936 .. 57 619 
1957- 58 584 
1958':'59 890 
1959-40 1,634 
1940- 41 626 
1941- 42 $88 
1942- 43 270 
1943- 44 238 
1944-45 530 

The accompanying t able of Jewish gration over the l ast 

fifty ~ears' Mas se..ea to sub tantkte t he claim, ma.de~e 'a dly bi{ the 

Jewish delegations, t hat discrimination was being practiced against 

prospective Jewish immigrants b.Y those administering the Immigration 

Act and Regulations . 

Firmish -- Also in July 1946 the Senate heard the opinions of a 

Finnish r epresentative, • Sven Stadius. 20 Here again the appeal to 

welcome Finnish immigrants,21 and here again the wary sniping of the 

19Ibid. 175. -
20Secretary of the Finnish Advancement Association, Toronto, 

representing about 3,000 of the 4, 000 Finnish people in t hat city. 

21Until recently, Finns were not applicable as immi grants, since 
technically t here still existed a state of war between Finland and Canada. 
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Senators at the elegates, in search of Communist leanings, especially 

with reference to Finns in the Canadian North.,22 Stadius ended his Brief 

with positi va suggestions to foller up :tmmigrants after they have settled, 

to assist assimilation of these for~ign peoples into the Canadiarl way 

of life, and to discourage the practice of building up a nest-egg and 

then departing with it for the Old Country. 25 The other s peaker, , 

Mr . Gustef Sundquist, after a simi l ar appeal" bit smartly into the 

Communism queries , by admitting t hat he 'did not favour discrimination 

against ould-be communist immigrants, since he r gar ded Communists as 

democrats, and Russia ~s a democrac.y. 24 

CzechQsl()vak -- On the same day, Mr . Karel Buzek appea red on 

behalf of the Czechoslavaldan National Alliance in Canada. His plea was 

for emergency measures to help reunite families, where husbands mo had 

come to Canada in the late twenties, and who" because of the depl'e.ssion 

of the thirties and the recent war had been unable to finance the trans-

portation of t he i r families to join them. Buzek felt , furthermore, that 

unless these immediate steps were taken, many Czechs resident in Canada 

would return to their native iand. Again .t here is t he ap al for no 

"preferred' groupings of immigrants, and another for r disinterested 

trustees' over immigration policy and action within the tramework of the 

Department of Mines end Re ources.25 

22Se,nate Hearings, OP e cit., +946, p . 188 . 

25Ibid.. 189. -
24Ibid• 204,. Asked whether he was a Communist" Sundquist replied" 

npersona'ffi;' I am", adding Ilthe fact that I am a communist and am the 
secretar,y o£ this organization is incidental" . The dialogue is amusing. 
Rather than the bitter sniping observed in previous hearings, the frankness 
of Sundquist disarmed the Senators . The Chairman concl uded the interview" 
"Glad to have heard from you anyway. Good luck to you. II 

25Ibl.d, 1946, 204 . -
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Baltic -- The Baltie delegation ap ar ed in April 1947, with 

Mr. R.N. Bryson26 speaking on their behalf. An oppressed people, easily 

assimilated, democratic, agr icultural, highly educated, they were painted 

as t he ideal irrunigrant. 2'1 

Croatl~ - - One of the l ast spoke en to be heard in 1947 as 

Dr. aden Giunio-Zorkin representing the Canadian Croati~n Peasant Society.28 

In brief , his recommendation was t hat 10,000 Di spl aced P&rsons from 

Yugoslavia be allowed to emigrate to Canada, and that the Canadian 

Croatian Peasant Society, rather than t he "Communist-inspired ft Council of 

Canadian South Slavs be given the responsibility for the new immi gr ants . 29 

Chinese -- In 1948, a delegation for t he repeal of the Chinese . ' 

Immigration Act50 appeared, a rguing t he case of married men of Chinese 

descent , ho being resident in Canada~ but not Canadian citizens (i.e. 

nativity) were not allowed to bring to t his country their wives and 

children. 51 

Even a brief review, such as this, of the prevailing attitudes 

of Canada's new, and not so new, citizens serves to bring into shar p focus 

the widespread intereet in the problem of immigration policy. Many of 

these people based their reasoning on no personal economic advantage; a 

few expressed opinions in relation to Canada 's capacity or long-term 

26President of the Community Welfare Association of Ont ario, 

27Ibid• 1947, 94 . 

28Croati ans, Slovenes and Serbs inhabit Yugoslavia . 

'29 ~. 1947, 377. 

BOarder in Council p.e. 2115 states t hat men of Chinese or Asiatic 
race can bring in wife nd children only if the man is a Canadian citizen. 
If t he husband is a European, South African or of U. S. parentage, he need 
only be a resident of Canada. (0. i n C. 695) 

3lsenate Hearings, Ope cit., 1948, p. 95. 
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benefit, but in t he main the arguments were for mercy t o kin-folk. One's 

belief in mankind in general is undoubtedly strengthened after reading 

the forceful and of t-repeated eulogies of particular oppressed peoples -~ 

yet t he spectre of communism cannot be forgotten . 

It is not an easy task to anal yze and criticize attitudes of this 

type. One faces over and over the conflict of economic versus humanitarian 

ends, and listening to these tragic appeals one cannot help appreciate 

the difficulties of policy-making. One hears the phrase "our humane dutytt 

echoing louder and louder; in contrast cold and calculated economic policy 

seems insignificant and self ish. Instinctively one searches for a 

compromise, a balance between the Government's duty to mankind in the 

capacity of men holding the keys to freedom and f ood, and t he Government t s 

duty to Canada, as statesmen entrusted with the safety and prosperity of 

her people. 

The Opinions of Social Workers 

As the discussion of ethnic attitudes has revealed, there is more 

involved (or at least in t he minds of some) in the formulation of policy 

than the economic need of t he country of immigration and ·its absorptive 

capacity .. There is an emotional and ethical side as well . Its followers 

increase with every stirring speech, or graphic description of conditions 

in ~rope . Few men can listen unmoved to the t ales of terrible suffering 

abroad, yet turn t hei r backs to the outstretched hands, willing and eager 

to work in a new and peaceful country. Few can t urn away to examine t he 

economic f acts alone. 

Some have claimed, the refore, t hat a distinction should be drawn 
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between immigration policy and refugee32 policy. Perhaps representative 

of those thousands of Canadians who strongly urge the fulfillment of 

Canada. t s Itmoral duty", of her humanitarian responsibiiity, are those members 

of refugee committees or social service workers 'Who appeared before the 

nate Committee. Since this non- eeonomie 'pressure group' is one of the 

most vocal in Canada, a tew quotations from its Briefs seem necessary. 

A letter to the Prime Minister from the Canadian National Committee. 

on Refugees35 was read belore the Senate by the Hon. Cairine Wilson, 

(Chairman of the C.N.C.R. ) . Its purpose was to, 

request the Government's consideration of the larger problem 
of refugees and Displaced Persons on the ground that there 
is a general acceptance ot the belief that Canada needs a 
larger population ••• Besides the economic need [ there] is the 
moral obligation to share with the homeless of Europe our 
spaces, our wealth and our heritage .54 

The letter added that on economic grounds, immigration ould 

develop natural resources, deere S6 per capita taxation, utilize expanded 

productive capacity and increase home markets, without decreasing wages •• 

[All this and heaven too!~ A comprehensive list of requests concludes 

-the letter: that Canaaa state her poTiey on Displ aced Persons iameaiately; 

that admission should not be confined to farmers and first-degree relatives 

and that the I i gration Branch of the Department of ones and Rescu.rces 

be increased and broadened. This last suggestion was fulfilled in 1950 

when a separate depart ent to handle immigration and eitizenship was 

set up. 

32A 1 refugee I is usually defined (as~. 1946, p. 241) as a 
"person who is outside of his country of nationality and who, as a remlt 
of events subsequent to t he outbreak of the second world war, is unable or 
unwilling to avail himself of that country's protection." 

35Formed in the autumn of 1958 after the Munich agreement torced 
thousands of Czechoslovaks from their homes . 

54 Senate Hear;ngs, OPe cit., 1946, p. 235. 
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Mr. B.K. Sandwell, Honorary Chairman of the Canadian National 

Committee on Refugees, appeared in July 1946, and delivered an eloquent 

and moving address on this "moral obligation which rests upon Canadians. It 

The nation hich ignores this obligation will suffer as all 
nations ultimately do Which ignore t he debt which man and 
nations owe to the human bein at t heir gates simply because 
he is a human being. 55 

In April 1947, th~ Senate Committee listened to Messrs. Colley 

and MacKay .56 The latter stressed that if Canada cannot place refugees 

in jobs immediately, he felt sure that the Canadian ~ople wer e IIbig 

enough'! to assume t hat responsibj,lity. lfr. Colley spoke of the economic 

benefit which would ensue when Canada met her moral duty. He felt that 

Eastern and Western Canada would be closer tied if some two million 

people were admitted to occupy "the 300,000 acres of land no being 

brought under irrigation in Souther n Alberts ••• ,,'57 

The Canadian Association of Social Workers, represented b.1 

ss J . A. Mai nes made the foUowing suggestions: that Canadian oi tizens 

want to and should accept their full share of responsibility tor people 

-displTc~d -trom ~heir homes by world oonflict; tJlat ,. while eal'eful medical 

screening was necessary , a non-discriminatory policy in regard to' race or 

religion should be followed. 58 

One need glance over only a fe of these Briefs to cateh t he note 

of earnest pleading for immediate action on behalf of destitute refugees. 

But an appreciation of their suffering and t he " oral ohUgationlf, while 

it doubtless influenc'ed the policy which as subsequently formul ated and 

55Ibid. 1946, 259. -
36Mr. James Colley, Canadian Resident Representative, Inter

Government al Committee on Refugees; Reverand Ian KacKay, fenner U . N .R~a .A . 
worker in Germany. 

57 Senate Hearings, Op e cit., 1947, p. 85 . 

58Ibid• 231 . 
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is therefore a valuable consideration in a study of this type, does not 

exclude the necessity to look at refugee immigration in the light of 

its economic effects on the country. If general immigration policy is 

the end product of economic and non-economic pressure groups, its results 

are more often evaluated on 801ely economic grounds; if a. so-called 

'refugee policy' distinct from the former is the end-product of non

economic forces, the results no less effect the economy. 



CHAPTER VII 

FRENCH CANADIAN VIEWS 

The evidenoe presented before the Senate Committee Hearings 

contains almost nothing direotly relating to the French Canadian attitude 

on immigration, yet this block of opinion has been, and still is, a 

vocal and influential one. Thus to complete this survey of sectional 

Canadian attitudes on tile immigration question, the French Canadian view

point, both that which exists at present and the development of the 

same thrQugh past years, is analyzed here, l a rgely from an unpublished 

manuscript on the subject written by Senator L. M. Gouinlfor the McMaster 

Symposium on Population Growth and Immigration into 0 nada, April 1949. 

French Canadian Views From 1780 to 1947 

With the t all of New France and the influx of "les nouveaux 

venus", the French settlers began to form t heir first views on 1nmigration. 

Instinctively the sixty thou$and vanquished habitants wanted their 

country to remain ·French and Catholic under the British Crown, and any 

increase in the ranks of their British and Protestant conquerors, 

especially through immigration, was met with disfavour. The fear of 

being enciroled by the British culture increased with the coming of the 

United Empire Loyalists, a fear which was to be intensified after 1850 

with the yearly exodus of Quebeo citizens to the New Fhgland states. 

1 L .. M. Gouin, If adian Views on Immi ration II , an addrews 
read before the M aster Symposium on Population Growth and Immigration 
into Canada, April 1949 .• 
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Both Mercier (the first premier ot ""'uebec, in leeS) od Buies, . 

a publioist, struggled for the r epatriation of French Americans, and the 

colonization of Eastern Canada with French immigrants~ In 1903, under 

the leadership of Henri Bourassa, the Nationalists began to launch their 

campaign in ern boo. 3 One of their platforms was "absolute freedom to 

regulate our immi ration" ... that is, to free Canada from the oomplete 

supervision of the British Crown in matters of immigration as well. In 

the next few years the Commons re atedly ard protests on the part 

of French members against the policy which they contended aimed at 

stamping out the French Canadian culture under the flood of alien elements 

into the country, es eially protesting that scheme which they felt w~s 

shutting out Quebec settlers from the Prairie Provineea . 4 

In 1913 Georges Pelletier ' s pamphlet entitled, Immigration~ 

Canadienne was published . It contained, according to Senator !louin, . 
nan exoellent synthesis of the Nationalist t hought" . 5 A preface to 

the booklet by F. D. Monk deplored the lack of seleotion of immigrants 

("Selection judicieuse")6 but Pelletier went f urther to advocate that 

immigration should be allowed only at a rate whioh would maintain the 

proportions of French Canadians to t he total inhabitants in the oountry. 

He classed immigrants thus: t he most desirable, he felt, were farmers 

from North and Western Europe; "tolerable n immi grants would inc1. ude 

2Ibid• Senator Gouin refers here to Buies' sp eches as cited by 
Rum1l1;y, Histoire de 1a Provinoe de Quebec, vol. VI, p . 98 . 

3Ib!d. 4 . 

4l2!2_ 7. The argument was that the railways, subsidized by the 
Federal Government, carried fo reign immigrants at reduced rates, yet charged 
French Canadians excessive ones . 

SIbid . 13. -
6Ibid. 16 . -



clerks, labourers and unskilled workmen; "undesirables" included those 

who ere mentally or physically unsound, idlers and any "who em not be 

assimilated on account of their origins, t heir ways of life, t heir 

different eivili2ation.,,7 He levelled his attack; too, at the appoint

ments of immigration officers through political patronage. 8 Gouin 

declares that Pelletier's views as set forth in this pamphlet are still , 

the driving force which orients Quebec views so atrongly in fawur c,f 

selective immigration. He adds, 

Quebec does not want indiscriminate l arge scale immigration to 
turn again Canada into being to a great extent a dumping g round 
for the surpl us population of the Old World. 9 

In 1914, the Nationalists were still hammering against British 

immigration and imperialistic propaganda . I.e Devoir begolm to warn its 

readers that politicians and railway owners were considering l arge 

scale European immigration to fill the gaps in the Canadian civilian 

consumer ranks caused by reoruiting. They added that these powerful 

persons were "suggesting even to grant exemption from military service 

to the newcomers_"10 More anger was aroused by an address given by 

the Duke of Connaught in Whioh he proposed that after the war an 

inrnigration pa1gn should be initiated exclUsively in f avour of British 

The poat-war depression and the beginning of a restrietive policy 

7Ibid. 21 citing Pelletier, lmm.tgration Canadienne, 9. 

8Ibid. 22 citing Pelletier, Immigration Canadienne, 44-45 . 

9Ibid. 

lOIbid. 24 . -
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towards imm1gr at i on brought a lull in French Cana.dian objections. It 

was not until t he late thirties, when shelter in Canada was given to 

Jewish refugees from Nazi persecution, t hat hostility to GoveFnment 

policy on this matter broke out once mor .11 

French Canadia.n Attitudes in the Period Since 1947 

With a sharp increase in immi grants ent ering Canada in 1947, 

various public bodies and associations in ebec again turned t heir 

attention to t his question. In this year I~ Chambre de Commerce de 

Montr~al published a booklet, A B:r:l.et: on !mmigratiqn.12 Among 

reoommendations contained ther~in were those suggesting that the only 

immigration which would be va.luable to Canada uld be of IIteehnician 

and specialists who would allow for t he development of new industries, 

the production of which could be ab orbed b.r the domestic market where 

our country now de nds on 1m.ports." In addition they felt that Canada 

could absorb some agriculturists, though "a sufficient amount of farms 

should be reserved for the needs of future generations of Canada'S 

rural distrlcts . ,,13 The Brief continues" 

If immigrants are to be absorbed i n our economical life" we must 
be assured of increasing our exports beyond t he level reached 
d~r1ng the war .. . . 

a situation for which the Chamber f elt it could hold little hope .14 

lllbid. 25 . -
l2Ibid. 25 ci ting ~rief on lmmigration, 10. 

15Ibld. 26 . -
14Ibid. 27 citing Brief, Op e cit . 9. 
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The following statement could stand as a fairly accurate summary of 

t heir argument. 

Preliminary to t e adoption of ap~ immigration policYI Canada 
should first devise a policy ige aim of hich 'ould be to 
keep Canadians inside Canada. · 

Its further aug etion that British and Fr ench should be put on an 

equal footing when preference is to be granted immigrants,lS was sub-

sequently carried out by t he Dominion Government. 

During 1947 statements Were issued by the Catholio Church in 

Quebec f avouring a policy of ~Jmdgration consistent with prine pI of 

Christian oharity and Canada's national interest.l ? Oat holic Immi rant 

-Aid Societies and the adoption of some one thousand Ca.tholic orphans 

formed part of the programme. Senator Gouin states that although steps 

to secure a "fairer quantity of Cathol ic and if po sible Frenoh immigrants ,,18 

have been taken, French Canadians are still convinced that imm1gration 

has a tendenoy to increase the pro portion of Protestant and non-French 

speaking oitizens of Oanada . Hence tho present negative atti tude of the 

Quebec people concerning a wider poligy follows n. turally . 

A compared to the fairly 'sympat hetic' attitude of the Oatholic 

Churoh, the St. Jean Baptist Society, t he chie~ national association of 

Frenoh Speaking Canada, takes an even mora advers stand. At their 1948 

convention19 a resolution, "Against Immig1:'stion" was adopted, stating 

l SIbid, citing Brief, 115. 

16Ibiq. . 24 . 

l7Ibid. 30. This r efers to letters from t he Archbishops and Bishops 
of t he Province of Quebec, March 1947, and a letter from his Graoe 
Archbishop -Charbonneau, December 1947. · 

l 8Ibid. 31. 

19Ibid . -
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in part that, 

immigration is in full swing •.•.• '. while industries are 
slowing down their production and are dismissing workers 
• • •• Our soldiers did not fight to allow foreigners to 
invade their country-. 

Again in 1948 it asked the Quebec Government to, 

keep Crown lands for its nati~e sons, and to take all 
necessary steps to enable the people of ebec to occupy, 
by preference to others, all the vital space and all pl aces . 20 

So ext~me are their views that this Society does not even favour Frencn 

immigration. 

In the closing pages of his Brief, 21 Sena tor Gouin rums up the 

present attitudes of several French Canadian organizations. In the 

first place, the Nationalist sympathizers claim that C nada is entitled 

to a fair quota of French immigrants, and that the Government is not 

taking adequate steps to secure these French peoples. Secondly the 

Confede~ation des Travailleurs Catholiques du Canada have gone on 

record22 as believing that, "there should be no question of immigration 

to Canada until it is first assured that all Canadian citizens •••• have 

employment . fl In contrast to the St . Jean Baptiste Society, this 

organization recognizes that we have a humane duty towards the victims 

of war, an attitude which undoubted~ shows the influence of the Catholic 

church. On the other hand, La Fe-deration Provinciale du Travaj~ de 

Quebec25 adopted a resolution in June 1948 protesting immigration and 

20Ibid• 52 . 

21Ibid. 55-59. -
22 

In their Memo to the Dominion Government, March 25, 1949. 

23 The Quebec branch of the Tr ades and Labour Con ess of Canada . 



labour contracts instigated by private companies and involving Displaced 

Persons. The case of the Dionne Textile "lIs was especially criticized. 

Senator Gouin stresses that all French Canadian labour, irrespective 

of trade union affiliation, would be more favourable towards immigration 

if Labour were given an official voice in such matters. 

"The most important of all recent developments in the French 

Canadian attitude concerning immigrationll ,24 Gouin suggests, is an article 

by Paul Sauriol, published in Le Devoir in April 1949. It urges that 

French Canadians do their part in we1eomingimmigrants, since this action 

is not only a matter of charity but a chance to add to their numbers 

those peoples who may have even remote affinity with French culture. 

This seems to point to the fact that the traditional opposition of 

French Nationalists to any i mrnigration is being replaced by a more 

liberal attitude in favour of a selective po1iey. 

That this • enUghtened' attitude has really taken firm roots 

may be questioned in the light of an article released by the Press 

Information Bureau in February 1950, which s~rizes statement~ made 

in three prominent ebee newspapers concerning the question of immigratlon. 25 

Charges against the Federal Gover.nment for "bowing the knee to those who 

are determined to keep Canada British at all costs" were invoked by 

reports that immigrants from the British Isles might be encouraged to 

come to Canada with some sort of financial assistance from. the Federal 

Government, with a vie to overcoming the difficulties caused by the 

devalued pound. Notre Temps, a Nationalist weekly, contends that Ottawa·s 

24Gouin, Ope cit. 58 . 

25Handlton Spectator, February 22, 1950: Editorial page . 
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policy is a result of fears -- first of a rapid increase in the non

British element, and second~y in the growth of Roman Catholicism. 

Although it calls the policy in question "a racial and religious (one] 

of a very dangerous and damnable kind" it advocates that the door should 

be opened ide to refugees from all countries -- a most unusual suggestion 

from a French Nationalist group. For its ,part, the ntr?Sl - Matin 

questions the wisdom of adding new citizens to the economy when unemploy

ment figures are increasing monthly. Speaking of Mr . St. Laurent ' s 

policy, it charges that "he is endeavouring to realize in full the 

electoral motto of the Liberals of all Provinces -- except in Quebec -

'keep Canada British' even at the price of an economic crisis. " La. Patrie 

~otes M. Letellier de Saint Just who writes, "there is room to speculat e 

on the question whether our Country ,can assimilate the continued flow 

of new Canadians which have come to us during the years 1945- 48 inclusively. 

It does not seem a bad thing for this wave to decrease . " 

Throughout its history, Quebec, and most particularly the French 

Canadian element, has looked on immigration as a force to dilut~ and 

perhaps eliminate altogether, t he ancient French culture which this 

section has sought to preserve as an entity. Statistics seem to 

substantiate their view that in general immigration brings non- frenCh, 

non- Catholics, to Canada. The pro rtion of the population which is 

French has changed only very slight~ since Confederation. Despite 

emigr ation to the United states and only trickles of French immigration, 

the high birth rates have enabled it to increase as fast as the population 

of the coun<try as a whole . ~r . G. E. Marquis estimates that immigration 

frOlll France has been so slight that the present t hree and one-hal f 

million French are all descended from the sixty t housand in Canada in 
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1160.26 Despite Senator Gouin's hopes for a more enlightened attitude 

toward im~igration, it would seem that as long as ' this French-Catholic 

culture is preserved very little fund ental difference can be expected 

in the traditional outlook. Thus there is added another distinct 

J:!ressure group which Government policy-makers must seek to pacify on 

this question of immigration. 

26G• E. rquis, liThe French-Canadians in the Province of Quebec", 
The Annals of t he American AcadE¥!lY of Political and Social ience 
(Philadelphia, May 1925), 1, 9. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE OPINIONS OF THE 'EXPERTS ', 

These f ev chapt ers f r om t he Senate Hearings on t he attitudes of 

parti cu r groups in Canada toward immigration have revealed t he breadth 

of material collected there~ Almost any argument~ either for or against 

t he policy 'i n question, can be found within t he Report . For such a 

collection of opinion, t he Report is certainly valuable. With sifting , 

and editing a pieture of a cross- section of Canadian opi ni on begins to 

t ake shape~ In addit i on to t hese varied secti onal a rgument s, and perhaps 

more valuable from t he standpoint of a criti cal analysis of present 

poliey, are t he more informed and Ie ned Brief s of t he economists and 

Government officials consulted, as well as t he recommendations made i n t he 

final reports of the Senate Committee based upon its findings . A condensed 
, 

account and critical analysi s of t he more vital material will form t he 

body of this chapte~ . 

M~ . Herbert Marshall, t he Dominion Statist i cian, ap ared before 

t he Committee in July 19~.l He stressed t hat t he present Tiod, ith 

its absence of new frontiers and t he barring of t he immi~rant gate into 

t he United State~, necessi t ated a new approach to immigration Ii The 

basic requiremen~ , he f el t, fas careful pl anning based on a thorough 

study of present capacity t o absor~, suff iciently flexible to be adjusted 

to changing t rends i n t he econom;y . In addition, one which woul d encourage 

l senate Hear ;ngs, Ope cit. 1946, p. 256 . 

90 
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the entry of young families rather t han single persons might a lleviate 

the problems connected wlth an ageing pulation. reover, Marshall 

warned that selection in regard to occupations was of primary im rtance 

in order to adjust t he movement of immigrants to the existing needs of the 

country . The 1951 Monograph,Racial Origin and Nat i vity of the Canadian 

People,2 indicated that the matter of the ethnic origins of prospective 

immigrants should also be carefully considered. 

Returning in Yay 1947,5 Marshall delivered a Brief entitled 

tiThe Question of Absorptive Capacity in Relation to Immigration Policy", 

in which he outlined the difficulties involved in determining a numerical 

objective for ~migration. He oted Carr- Saunders' definition of 

'optimum population 1,
4 and Gunnar Myrdal' s conclusion that such a. theory 

is a "speculative fi gment of t he mind without much cormection with this 

world"w Although fully aware of the difficulties of which Uarshall speaks 

so competently, one wonders whether the issue is cleared any by eeping 

aside so swiftly t he common phraseology. Admittedly no exact 'optimum 

population ' for a country may ever be found; but t his is not to say that 

there II no such ideal , had we the knowledge to find it . It would seem 

that the ver,y goal which population theorists envisage is that of an 

'optimum population t; and the wisdom of immi gra.ti on policies is judged, 

2Professor ·W. B. Hurd, Racial Ori nand Nativit of t he Canadian 
People (Ottawa, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 195 • 

3Senate H rings, OR. cit, 1947, 215 . 

4Ibid" 216 Carr-Saunders, !lIn any country under any given set of 
conditions there may be too sparse a population in the sense t hat, if the 
population was more dense, on the average everyone would be better off •••• 
On t he other hand there may be too man·y ople in the sense that , if 
t here were f ewer, every one would be bet ter off." 
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perhaps unconsciously, by its effects,_ 

Marshall continued by showing that another yardstick to population 

'carrying capacity', es cially if measured by per capita food production 

was higbly deceptive in a country which depended largely on export trade. 

Comparing low density per square mile, he said, might also lead to 

erroneous conclusions. Industrial development, soil fertility, foreign 

markets, the standard of living, topography, climate and so forth must be 

considered in order to judge whether or not a country is under-populated. 

he pointed out that the twentieth century movement of population from 

rural to ur'b-cUl districts is the opposite to that which one would expect 

if population movements \~ere based on relative density per square mile . 

Perhaps • Marshall should have added that numerous other ~puSl t and 

'pull ' forces besides the one mentioned, relatively over-populated areas, 

motivate the rural-urban mobement.5 Marshall does point out that the 

comparison of population within a country with its natural resources can 

lead to no more accurate conclusions. So-called natural resources are 

not economic assets until they are accessible and exploited in response 

to effective demand. He stated that the argument that an increase in 

population creates demands which lead to the exploitation of natural 

resources, contrar,r to general opinion, is not substantiated by past 

experience in Canada, where immi~ration has usually followed, not preceded, 

spurts of increased industrial activity. As was indicated in the Introduc

tion to this study, Isaac would not readily agree wi. th this analysis. 

r. Marshall, however, by this statement has not denied that Whatever may 

be the cause of the increase in population, demand is eventually further 

SVide Nels Anderson, Uen on the Move (Ohicago, University ot 
Chicago Press, 1940) p. 57. 
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st imulated by it. 

In short; Marshall concludes that the real critereon upon which 

an 1m igration policy should be based is one relating to the economic 

needs and the country. There was no doubt, he reminded the Committee, 
I 

that sinc~ 1851 Canada had brought in several millions of i . grants more 

than she could absorb - - a costly procedure but one which as relieved 

by the United States "safety valve" . With t his door closed, a long-term 

pol icy, he suggested, must be closely related to economic absorptive 

capacity. On the whole, his Brief was informative and clearly stated, but 

one wishes that Marshall could have st :'. pped out of his role as a vern-

ment official., put aside all the c.autious statements and generalized 

opinions which his post necessitated, and have presented the more complex, 

and possibly provocative, stand which he may have held as an individual 

and scholar. 

6 In July 1946, Mr . Stewart Bates, Director General of Economic 

Research, Department of Reconstruction and Supply, appeared wlth his Brief, 

"Canadian Economic Progress and Immi.~~ration" . Immigration policy, like 
'-

any other, he began, has to be considered against the changing pattern of 

our econol1l3". One change in recent y vs has been toward grea.ter 

industrialization, resulting in a reduced dependence on agriculture tor 

the provision of a l arge share in our National Income. In 1919 agri-

cultural commodities accounted for forty- four per cent of national 

products, with manufacturing at t hirty-three per cent . In 1943, manu-

facturing accounted for fifty- four per cent while agriculture made up 

only twenty per cent . 'rhis pro .'Ortional decline, he stressed, should not 

6Senate Hearings, Op e cit. 1946, p. 280. 
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obscure the fact that there has been no absolute decline in agricultural 

output, even though a great increase in farm technology has r esulted in 

surplus employment in this field. These fa cts su~est, in his opinion, 

t hat it was unlikely that t here woul d be any pressing need for new 

agricultural settlement in Canada. He quoted Professor W. B. Hurd's 

estimates7 hich suggest that some t went y-five t housand immigrant settlers 

might be placed on farms in Northern Ont ario, Alberta , and central 

British Col umbia , l ar-gely on land classified as submarginal by Canadian 

standards. Nationally, therefore, he felt that there was no strong ease 

for Federal support of l arge-scale agricultural immigr ation, though, he 

added, Provincial governments may wish to push rural land settle ment and 

some immigration might be permitted by the Federal Government for this 

purpose. As • Bates suggests here, and as a previous chapter attempted 

to outline, there must be some compromise made between Federal and 

Provincial desires on this matter as well on others . 

On the other hand, r. Bates continued, conditions do suggest the 

need for attendi ~ to t he developing process of industrialization in 

Canada . With decreased Government invest ment st imulus, t he level of 

income and employment, he felt, would decline unless private enterprise 

and in! tiati ve increased; unle ss the skill and r esourcefulness of man age-

ment and l abour met t he demands of a highl y competitive v,orld market. 

The focus now, he said, was on industrial diversificat ion, rather than on 

the expansion of primary i ndustries. The maintenance of present levels 

of national income depends on i mprovements in t he utilization of known 

resources, r at her than on the openi ng up of new ones. Our great need,. he 

. 

7Pr~fessor 1. B. Hurd, Report on Agricultural Settlement Possibilities 
in Canada (Prepared fo r t he Nati onal Committee on Reconstruction) Mim., 
Ottawa, King 's Pr inter, 1944. 
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stressed, was for entrepreneurs who could find new uses for our resources 

arld skills, for professional and scientific technicians J for certain 

types of skilled artisans to carry throu"'h industrial. procedures in t he 

most efficient ways. To make fuller use of our resources and investment 

possibilities in many fields of private endeavour, some import of brains 

atld skill was necessary. Yr. Bates elaborated his conviction that 

efficiency in industry was the present problem. So of. our new or 

expanded wartime industries were just beginning to be tested in the heat 

of internat,lonal competition. Mr. Bates' plea here for the admittance 

of highly trained personnel is especially interesting in the light of 

the usual reasons given for the Canadian- American mi ration. 1his, 

t ypically, includes some reference to the lack of opportunities in Canada 

for the professional and highly skilled groups -- more than l ikely adding 

that the remuneration for this t ype of work is also much higher to the 

South. While .• Bates f suggestion to import such persons may answer a 

definite need in Canada, one might ask whether such importation would 

only accentuate the North-South movement J by tald.ng the jobs for which 

Canadians are at present training, or whether, once admitted to Canada, 

these immigrants might be att racted away by the sal aries offered them in 

the United States for the same 1IJOrk. If this last were t he case, we muld 

have succeeded only in aiding our competitor. Mr . Bates apparently fore

sees this objection when he elaborates fur t her into the possible sources 

of highly trained personnel . 

The needed skills, he suggested, mi ht come from t hree sources: 

immi;7ration, programmes of technical training for native-born, and by 

reducing t he export of native skills to the United st ates t hrough offering 

offsetting inducements in Canada. 

Against the background of these considerations, the Brief continued 
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with a discussion of seleoti~e immigr ation possibilities. st ress is 

laid on the necessary, and quite r ecent, considerati on of qual.. ity as well 

as quantity in Canadian iaunigration policy. Mr . Bates pointed out that 

refugee-immigrant figures for the past few years illustr ated how properly 

selected __ ",~ration might aid in maximizing the use of resources through 

-expanded diversification of our ind.ustries ... - sueh immigrants being 

especially valuable if they brought in capi al , productive or professional 

skills, experience, or conneetions in export trades . amples of successtQl 

immigrant industries, the number of labourers employed, and the extent 

of their capital, are set out at var ious places in the Senate Hearing 

8 material . 

Mr . Bates th:>ught it was unlikely that an:y flooding of the l abour 

market would occur through selective imnd.gration , since "our nee~ at this 

time is not for a large volume of set tlers and ••• • large seale immigration 

is out of the question" . In fact , he stated, as has 'been the case sinee 

1880, selective immigrat ion might again have to be called on to help offset 

the loss of those with training and ability to the United states, to 

which the Canadian economy is pa:rticularly prone . Again the question 

arises as to whether such immigration may aggr~vate the disease rather 

than effect the cure, as Mr . Bates suggests. He continued with the state

ment that unemployment stems not from actual numbers competing in the 

labour force, but from maladjustments within the nati onal or international 

economy. Newcomers, although augmenting t he labour force , also raised 

domestic demand for the products of labour . An extension of our home 

8Vide Appendix, Index to the Sen t e Hearings . 
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arket as well as the greater diversification of our products" he felt, 

would lessen to some degree our dependence on foreign markets. This 

does not refer to any scheme for self- sufficiency, but only to measures 

which would add stability in the economy. Other advantages of a larger 

domestic market, such as the economies of decreasing- cost accompanying 

large- seale production, the lessening of national ufix;ed costs ll (per 

capita debt charges, fixed transport charges etc.) might conceivably 

accrue . 

In conclusion, Stewart Bates restated what he considered to be 

the chief criteria for the formulatio~ and administration of an immigration 

policy. The first was the economic need of the country - - for training, 

experience and ability, some heavy labour, and with emphasis on y~ung 

immigrants. The second was the suitability of such immigrants, including 

considerations of training, ethnic and cultural backgrounds. An 

"experimental target" to be followed for a certain number of years, he 

felt, could be aimed at, at the end of which period the results could be 

carefully studies, and the poliey in question evaluated. Such a scheme 

as this suggested AIr. Bates would approximate the 'experimental method' 

a closely as the sooial sciences may, but its value might be limited if 

SUCh experimentation became dominated by both national and international 

politics . The continuity supplie by t he Civil Service does not assume 

that any change in policy found to be necessary at the end of the specific 

period would be translated into legislation. 

Dr. h . 1.. Keenleyside, Deputy Minister, Department of Mines and 

Resource" was heard in 1947,9 1948,10 and 1949.11 Rather than presenting 

9Senate Hearings, OR. cit . 1947, p . 52 et seq. 

lOIbid. 1948, 14 and 219 . 

Illbid. 1949, 7 et seq. 
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an opinion on present or future policies, Mr. Keenleyside at each hearing, 

supplied statistics and infor.mation rega rding the operation ·of the 

Imrnig.ration Branch of the Department, in ans er to the questions of the 

Senators. Valuable summaries are thus available of the process of screening, 

educating, and as-sisting towards assimilation of New Canadians. 

One of the most informative Briefs, with emphasis pr~arily on 

the economic aspects of immigration, was given by tire Alex. Skeltofi, l2 

Director General of Economic Research, Depart ent of Reconstruction and 

Supply, in June 1947.. He commenced by suggesting that the chief arena 

of discussion was the need of industry rather than of agriculture, not 

only beca.u!3c a iculturalists found easy entry un der the present 
,.. 

regul.ations, but also because of the change-over in Canada from an 

agr icultural to an industrial economy. He listed two important ways in 

which immigration was tied in with Canadian i ndustrial reCFli.rements. In 

the first place, he suggested that immigration can strengthen and solidify 

the industrial base by adding initiative and resourcefulness to industry 

through the introduction of new skills, new uses of primary products, 

new methods of distribution and new $ervices (all consistent with a 

higher standard of living). In ad(Uti~n it could expend the domestic 

market so that in primary industries, as well as in t he manufacture of 

raw products into a. greater variety of finished goods for hOllle consumption, 

the vulnerability of O:lr export posii.ion would tend to be reduced. He 

claimed in this comleetion, that there woul d be less dependence on foreign 

markets for imports if goods formerly brought in were manufactures in 

12 . ' . ~, 1947, p . 525 et seq. Mr. Skelton referred to his Brief 
as "basically a sequel to that given l a st year by Mr. Stewart Bates". 
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Canada. An increase n consumer d~mand, whioh might readily accompany 

immigration, would help to stabilize c.ertain i ndustries through increased 

purchasing power, possibly effecting avera e total cost reductions. One 

might add that the PI' nciple of comparative advantage, to the extent 

tha t it is i n practice in international trade today, is a limiting factor 

to thi diversification goal. 

In t he second place, Mr. 5k elton stressed t hat immigration can 

supply labour needed to fill s pecific jobs in industry , where at that 

t:ime vacancies persisted. As an example he cited the scarcity of entre-

preneuria l skill, which when overcome, would serve to create additional 

jobs for othe r classes of l abour. Such an effect, he pointed Qut, would 

be t he reverse of t he popular i dea that immigr ants would add to. a surplus 

supply of labour which some foresaw would result f r om the trend toward 

increased mechanization . Again, he added, immigration might sa.tisfy 

technical and professional shortages. 

'I'urrling to a more temporary problem, Mr. Skelton analyzed the 

Displ aced Persons question. Acknowledging tha t .it was primarily a 

humanitarian consideration, he expressed the hope that little diffieulty 

would be experienced in absor.bing this t ype of l.mmigrant into Canadian 

jobs -- openings in service trades and light manufacturing industries 

he felt should be suff~ .cient to rio so. On the other hand, guidance, 

assistance a ll supervision would be an essential responsibility for 

Displaced Persons. In conclusion Mr. Skelton stressed the iJnportance of 

selective immigration . The ideal policy , he said, !tis one that sets a 

t a r get consistent with t he absorptive capacity of the country, favouring 
\ 

the migration of families, especially young people, to the end of 

maximizing t t~ use of Canada's resources and aiding Canadian development 
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on a national scale".13 One notices again in this Brief the same platitudes 

and the sometimes superficial theorizing which eharacterize the Government 

Briefs. To repeat, sueh Briefs would be eertainly more valuable had 

those concerned abandoned their customary vague and consistent party 

opinions. 

One further Brief seems 'Worthy of analysis --' that, of Dr. Allon 

Peebles, Director of Research and Statistics, Depar-t,ment Gf Labour, in 

April 1947,14 entitled "Labour Shortages in Relation to Iamigrationtl • 

The first section concerns the gem ral manpower si tuation -- a survey 

of total emp10yment trends in 1947 and the succeeding months . The second 

deals with an outline of the assumptions to be made in discussing 

shortages of labour ill particular fields in relation to immigration~ 

Attwng those assumptions are a. state of continuin . full employment and the 

mobility, over time, of labour . The presence of these assmnptions , the 

speaker reminded the Committee, dictated caution in makin estimates ot 

the actual manpower shortage in particular fields. In view of the sweeping 

statements already made to the Committee concerning so-called vast 

opportunities in certain lines of occupation, Peebles' reminder of the 

real conditions -- the risk of unemployment and the immobility of certain 

.speeific la.bGur groups -- is sound. 

The third sect.ion of this Brief is a discussion of what the 

speaker considers to be the chief labour-shortage fields . In ~rt he 

suggested that the seasonal shortage in agricultural labour could not 

suitably be met by imaiigration. The long- run proposition of immigrant 

15Ibid. 527. -
14Ibid. 1947, p . 43 at seg. 
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farm-owners, however, was dependent on estimates of unoccupied, suitable 

land. Had Mr ., Peebles cited Professor W. B. Hurd's estimates15 in this 

connection, tl:e long-run proposition would have been seen to offer little 

more hope. Continuing, he spoke of the poor reaul ts obtained from 

inexperienced labour, and painted out that for this reason at least there 

was no particular demand for immigrant labour in logging in Oanada, 

except for one particular region, the Lakehead area in ~'orthwestern 

Ontario, where three new pulp mills had been recently opened. As far as 

the mining industry was concerned, P~eble felt th~ t a definite need 

eould be filled by immigrant labour, especially if nat.ive C nadians 

continued to leave this occupation in large ntunbers. In the construction 

field, the demand for bricklayers and pl asterer wa.s unsatisfied, as was 

t hat for heavy labourers in other industries. The shortage of domestic 

ser~dnt8 and waitresses, he felt, presented an opening for female 

immigr&nts. But the most acute shortage, the speaker concluded, was in 

specialized fit91ds, where technieal and administrative training was 

r equisite.; 

The accompanying table puts Ur. Peebles' estimates in more graphic 

form. In view of the maximum figer e here of forty- four thous nd available 

positions which im .. ni~rrants might fill in 1941, the 1948 figure for actual 

admittances of 125, 414 is r ather surprising, a lthough a substantial 

proportion of this number would not be entering t he labour market (e.g. 

wives and deponder:t children). If one assumes (using 1947 statistics as 

a guide) that roughly forty per cent of this total joined the working 

force (1947 - 57 . 2 per cent) then a little over fifty thousand new 

15 . B. Hurd, AgriCUltural Settlement . ssibiUties in Canada 
(Prepared for the l-Iational Committee on Reconstruetion). 
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labourers were 'competing for jobs in that year from the ranks of !'!!! 

C nadians alone. Although figures are not readily available the indications 

are that additional 0 nings were forthcoming durin 1948 which enabled 

the absorption of these immigrants with a minimum of difficul~y. 

TABLE 15 

ESTIMATED LABOUR SHORTAGE IN CANADA 
By {)ceupations 

194716 

INDUSTRY OR GROUP ESTIMATED SHORTAGE 

MALES MINIMUM JltUnt'IJM 

Agriculture 2;000 2,000 
Logging 5,000 6,000 
Mining 2,500 2,400 
Construction 500 600 
Unskilled Labour 5~OOO 5~OOO 

Total 14,000 16, 000 

FEMALES 

omen in service work 10,000 12,000 
Women in manufacturing 10,000 16,000 

Total 20,000 28,000 

Grand Total 54, 900 44,000 

The Reports of the Senate Committee 

At the end of ea ch year of Senate Committee Hearings, a fairly 

detailed Report of Briefs, pleas of sectional interests and general 

conclusions was dr awn up and presented to the Senate . An ana.lytical and 

" 
;I 

. / 
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rather condensed version of these will serve to conelude this section on 

the contents of the Senate Committee Hearings. 

The 1945 Report17 began by pointing out t hat none of the witnesses 

heard opposed t he general pl'ineipleof immigration into Canada ..... indeed, 

that there was unanimous accord that immigrants should be admit~ed, 

subject to certain qualifications (including selection, economic conditions 

in Canada at the time, etc. ). The Committee found that the problem of 

immigration fell into three general divisions: In the first place , 

considering agricultural possibilities, it accepted offical figures t hat 

one hundred and seventy-fi va million acres of such land were still 

unoccupied, adding however that l'InUch of \'1hat is classified as unoccupied 

f arm land is really not presently available for settlement ll • It q.loted 

Dr-. Booth'sl8 estimate t.hat in reality, arout twenty-seven million acres 

(150,000 farms) are rea sonably acoessible for this pur BS. Says the Report : 

.Future progress in agricultural exp Dsion and development will 
be undesirably 1310 , if we depend entirely upon our own natural 
increase, but what has been accomplished in agricultur e in 
the past by immigration, given compar ble 0fWrtunity, may 
be repeated in part at least in the future . 

It might be noticed at this point that the whole prospeet ;of 

active agricultural development depend a good deal on the phrase "given 

eomparable opportunity". Profes or ~ f . B . Hurd is not so optimistic in this 

respect. 20 

17Ibid, 1946, 506 at seq. An interesting comment 011 this Senate 
Report is contained in John Dauphinee, Opportunity in Canada, (London, 
Salisbury Square, 1948) Chap_ 7, liThe Government Immigration Policyu . 

l 8Dr. Booth is in the Economic Br . ch ot' the Canadian Department of 
Agriculture . 

19Senate Hearings, op. eit ., p. 507 . 

20iV . B. Hurd, II Postwar Agricultural Settlement Possibilitios in Canada It , 
Journal of Farm Economics, May 1945 . 
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The Committee 1 s conclusions concerning industrial opportunities 

for immigrants form the substance of the next division. Tiley emphasized 

t hat manufacturing has supplanted agriculture as the Dominion I s greatest 

source of wealth, and quoted various Briefs to the effect that selective 

immigration of the manageri al, technical and artisan classes would 

increase employment rather than take work from Canadians. Yet they 

added that, 

A settled immigration policy and a sustained effort is neee sarr 
if a'Cf1' real success is to be -achieved in att cting immigrants 
of the type indicated. orthWhile men of skill and enterprise 
do not ligbly pull up stakes in the land of t heir birth i n 
order to emigrate into new and unknown eonditions. 21 

A third employment field, said the Report, was that of domestic 

service. "Your Committee as advised that many puhlic, institutions •••• 

are handicapped by a shortage of domestic help".22 

Referring to the Immigration Act, the Report called it, 

A non-immigration Act •••• Cwhose] main purpose se~n8 to be 
exclusion. What is needed is a policy of selective 
attraction to replace that of repulsion, and a vigorous 
administration that will search out a reasonable number 
of desirable immigrants •• •• Any diserimination based upon ei. ther 
r ace ~r religion should be e~pulou ~ avoided •••• the 
I1m1.tation of Asiatic i . g tion being based, of eourse, 
cn problems of absorption .25 

In general, the Committee recommended that immigrants be admitted 

to Canada in SUbstantial numbers corom ncing as soon as possible . They 

did not hesitate to tak~ the stand that Canadats ability to support a 

substantial increase in population as beyond all question. Although 

such a stand might be severely criticized today, one appreciates the 

2~ate Hearings, Ope cit . 308. 

2~Ib.iS. 509. 

25.L id e 510. -
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cireum:stanees which prompted it in 1946. , After a year of listening t.o 

pleas for the admittance of pr.oapective immigrants, it is no wonder tbat 

a very optimistic view of Canada · s capacity to support. the , would be 

taken b.Y the Committee. 

The 1947 Report24 contains similar conclUsions, as well as 

considerable data on a~dilable' igrsnts and shipping facilities in 

1947. It recommended, specifically, tnat the Regulations be broadened 

to inelude relatives of all degrees together with their families and 

without limit as to B.g6.. Tbe Report ended significantly (a.n~ nebulously). 

Public opinion approves a carefully selective i~~igration 
in numbers not exceeding from time t<> tim.e the absorptive 
capacity of our country.25 

The summary of evidence gathered in 194826 includes reports on 

the Immigration Branch, eitizenship~ and transportation arrangement.s ... 

With the \'Videning of the Act to admi t substantial munbe-rs of immigrants 

during 1941 and 1948 the foeus of the Committee 's atten.tion was now on 

arrangem.ent$ in Canada to aid the assimilation of the New Canadians _. 

such organizations as the present C1t~zenship Branch, and a propos ed 

Co-ordinating Commit.tee with representatives from Imr.aigration, Labeur, 

Health and Welfare, and Citizenship Br anches. 

Although the l ogic and insight displayed in some of the Briefs 

presented before t he Committee were not a);l,aY8 above critici , the v-ery 

breadth of opinion and the multiplicit.y 0 viewpoint are valuable in 

assessing Canadian attitudes towards immigration policy _ Clearly .rome 

arguments were based on facts, others on fantasy -- the majority on a 

combination of bot h ! 

. I 

24I:bid. 1947, 596 et seg_ 

25Ibid. 400 . 

261b1d. 1948, 238. 
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CHAPTER IX 

GRATION POLICYt SOW CONSIDERATIONS 

Early in 19.s0~ aft.er frequent recommendationsl to do so, the 

Government of Canada formed a new Department to concern itself solely 

with immigration and citizenship. The major task facing the new ·ster~ 

Walter Harris, and his deputy , Colonel Laval Fortier, is of course, to 

study and possibly revise Canadian Immioration Policy, and to present 

their findings to the Cabinet. The issue is both controversial and 

consequential; the task both baffling and challenging. The tools at 

hand are the facts and figures of immigration history as well as the 

often contradictory t heories of future population trends and the effect 

on the Canadian eco~ of much, or little, i..mudl~ration. Nor can the 

planners ignore two other considerations _ ... the temporary problem of 

humanitarian relief to those made homeless by war, and .most important of 

all, the prevailing attitudes amon Canadians towards immigration. 

In this general question, at least, the Senate Hearings voiced 

the almost unanimous approval of a cross-seetion of Canadian life. As 

might have been expeeted, social workers and ethnic groups favoured 

immediate, and almost unrestrioted admittance of European war sufferers; 

transportation companies were equally anxious, undoubtedly with t heir eyes 

on prospective customers and lower per capita operating costs; business 

interests just a s strongl y endorsed a liberal policy, influenced by memories 

of swelling home markets, produc-tion booms and rising standards of living 

I Senate Hearings, op. cit. (1.946) 251. As one example, the Report 
publishes a letter addressed to the Prime Minister from the Canadian National 
Committee on efugees. 
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whioh tollowed previous floods of new citiz.ens into the country. But 

what was more surprising, and oertainly significant, bot h labour and the 

French- Catholic section showed very little antagonism and in some cases 

approval., The vocal sections of the former, educated and led by the large 

trade unions, revealed a certain confidence in the Government to select 

and place new K)rkers here the demand was seen, ~nd to co- operate with the 

unions to prevent any um~elcome effect on wages. Perhaps their stand 

more truly revealed an understanding on the part of union executives ot the 

A 
role immigration might play in preventing a post-war collapse and sub-

sequent unemployment . The French Canadians , traditionally nurturing a 

culture and religion which immigration threatened to disturb, have lately 

shown a more ' enlightened' (to use Senator Gouin ' s expression) opinion, 

encouraged possib~ by the assuranoe that a percentage of fUture immigrants 

will be French and Catholie. 

This overwhe1m1ng approval for a liberal, but selective, immigrati on 

policy is summed up by • H. L . Keenleyside as follows: 

In contr ast to experience of the earlier years it is interesting 
to note that there has been little organized oPpo$ition to 
the current expansion of, the movement of immigrants to Canada ••• 
Certain sections of t he country which have traditionally 
looked critically on any substantial movement of this .character 
have shown little opposition during the last two years. 2 

Granted then, that Canac.u.oos ~ immigration, a number of immense 

and for the most part insolu.ble problems remain . How many immigrants 

can we support comfortably; ' how shall they be selected and placed; how 

may the annual increment be varied to suit internal demand; are suitable 

pros etive immigrants available now, and :will they continue to be so over 

a period of years? 

2JI .L. Keenleyside, "Canadian Imm1gration Polley", International 
Journal, (SUmmer 1948). 
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In attempting to answer these questions the controversy begins 

at once. On t he one hand there are those, whom we may call t he over-

optimists, who would welcome a.lmost any number of new .. eomers. Canada, 

they a rgue, has a land a rea of some three and a quarter million squa re 

miles and has a population of only thirteen millions -- a r ati o of three 

racns per square mile . Since the United Kingdom can support ~ome f1 va 

hundred persons per square mile, Canada should be able to increase her 

population to over one hundred mi,llion . Such an increase, they continue, 

will strengthen our defences, reduce t he aver age burden of our tra~sport 

system, and give a tremendous stimulus to industry and agriculture . The 

impression is given that, this done, Canada !l0uld a.utomatically have 

solved military, trade, and internal economic problems, leaving our 

Southern neighbour far behind . Although so.ewhat exaggerated and perhaps . 
unfair to a number of t he less a rdent exponents, the ~plicity and logic 

of it . - at first glance •• allows for few limiting clauses. In ,this 

school of thought appear such people as Ge"ITY G' eer; former . P. for 

Vancouver, who estimnte41 one hundred million eould be sett~ed in British 

Columbia and Alberta. alene; C. P. Peterson of Calgar.r, with fift y million 

for Canada.; Sir Donald Mann, one hundred and fifty mil1i.on; Stephen Leacock 

who reckoned t hat two hundred and fifty million could be supported (speaki ng, 

one RreMes" in his character as an economist) and Prof sor Griffith 

Taylor of Toronto, with an estimate of ninety millions for the prairies 

alone. ° 

3w.ss Mif F. Martin, trCanadian Immil\ration", (US; 1942) . 
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On the other hand there are more cautious, and perhaps pessimistic, 

est imates of Canada's capacity to support population and particularly 

imminrants. Among the foremost economists and historians of this school 

are W. B. Hurd, B .. W. Bladen, Chester Hartin, D. A. MacGibbon and Stephen 

Cartwright . They argue that of the three million SqI e miles much is, 

by present standards, uncultivable - probably less than two million 

square miles are even habitable . SUch waste areas are to be found in 

the Canadian Shield and in the far north. Professor Hurd estimated that 

there are only twenty million acres of new land available for agricultural 

settlement in the prairies, much of it covered ith grey soil and of 

submarginal quality _ He asserted that only seventy-one thousand to 

eighty- one thousand potential farms are still available tor settlement 

outside of the Province of Quebec. 4 Professor Carrothers of the University 

of British Columbia has reached the same conclusion, and the Bowell-

Sirois Commission was told by the Provincia l Ministers of Saskatchewan 

and Manitoba that there was no free land for settlement there . 5 

The latter school outlines the limitations, to immigrati0n on the 

basis of available agriool tural laid, and points out that the astrono cal 

figures qqoted by the over-optimists would result in oriental over-

population with the accompanying oriental standards of living- if, and 

here the mystery deepens -- if the ne -eo ers are t-o earn their 11 ving in 

agricultural pursuits. Ab rptive capacity is, of course, the measuring 

stiok. This may be defined, roughly, a t he ability of a country to 

admit immigrants, find them suitable opportunities to earn a living at 

.13 . Hurd, IiDemographic Trends i n Canada", The Annals of the A.ma.riean 
Ae deN of Political and e1a1 Science, (September 1947) p. 14. 

~art,in, Ope cit. 
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a standard equal to that of the existing population in the country,. and 

without adverse effect on the buoyancy of the economy. Absorptive 

capacity depends not only on available land for fanning, but also on the 

nature, distribution, 8.¥ ilability and market ability of natural resources; 

on t he knowledge of effective techniques for their extraotion, processing 

and distribution; on theexistenee o;f a large aeeumul.aticn of capital 

available for investments, and on the quality of the existing population 

(education, character, philosophy and so forth) . It seems probable, 

on the basis of existing information concerning the development of natural 

resourcea6 - both technically and economically -- that hope for expansion 

and opportunities for employment are good . Untapped natural reSQurces, 

fo.rested areas and mineral lantis, could be exploited if nece.s.sa.ry capital 

were readily availa.ble, and if additional transportation facilities could 

be provided . The Quebec- Labrador i ron-ore development, t he 011 boom in 

Alberta, the St . Lawrence Seaway power s cheme are ree~ent projeots. 

In discussing this question of absorptive capacity in Canada, 

Professor J .J. Spengler 7 of" Duke Uni versl ty admitted tbat ttthe question 

permits only a conjectural answern . However, he estimated that if an 

average of 2.5 acres is assum.ed to be sufficient to provide subsistance 

for one person, then the estimated arable land acreage -- some sixty 

mill ion ... - could provide about twenty- five million Canadians with a 

comfortable suppl y of ..food and agricultural ra mate,rials . In addition, 

he felt that to tully exploit this acreage required no increase in the 

GAS opposed to the concept of fearrying capacity1 which is concerned 
with the potentialities of development in all industries without taking 
into consideration wh~ such developments have not occurred. 

7 J.J. Spengler, "Implications of C nadian Demographic Trends" 
(address pre ented befor e the McMaster Symposium on Fopulation and 
Immigration), 1949. 
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agricultural labour fo rce .8 Canadian resources available for heavy 

industry, could support a population much lar ger than at present, Spengl er 

stated . Before the war, Canada and Newfoundland (in per capita terms) 

had twice as much coal and lignite as t he United St ates and nine times 

the potential and actual water power. 

But even such encouraging statements leave the problem of future 

immigration policy tar from solved. Not only is there a small question,.. 

mark after any such estimates, but a large one beside such matters as 

population gr owth, capital fonnation, internal trade conditions and the 

availability of prospective immigrants . 

The 1941 Census pointed to a declining rate of population growt h, 9 

as well as to a tendency towards a gradual aging of the population. 

Al though the "war years saw a sudden increase in the Canadian birth r ates,lO 

it is probable that with the cessation of social disturbances that m~ 

have caused this phenomenon, the birth rate will fall back to its previous 

level of about one per cent annuall y . Should t he two conditions noted 

of an aging population with lower birth r ate -- continue, immi gration 

might help to modifyll the economic, social and military difficulties 

which might loom. The Hansen- Reddaway theory of the effects of an aging 

population and declining rate of growth forsees such problems as an 

8Ibid, p. 1, "With a population of twenty-five million, about forty 
per cent of whom are enrolled in the l abor force, an agricultural l abour 
force in the neigbbourhood of a mil lion will suffice. In 1941 of the gain
fully occupied, 14 years of age and over, nearly 1.1 million, or 24 per cent 
of the total number were reported as in agr iculture . II 

9Charles, Keyfitz, Roseborough, The FUture Population of Ca~ 
(Dominion Bureau of Statistios, Ottawa, 1946.) 

lOBank of Nova Scotia, "Rise in the Birth Rate" , Monthly Review, 
(Toronto) February 1949. 

I lt.u.ss B. B. Robinson, "Immigr ation: The Economio Per~Eeotive for 
Canada" (M.S. , August 1949)" -
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inorease in per oapita income aocompanied by a lower propensity ' to 

conSUL1e. The proportionately increased savings which consequently become 

available find investment opportunities not only scarce (with a slowing 

rate or decline in population growth) but also uncertain, as production 

centres on luxury goods whose demand f~uctuates widely. At the same time 

older entrepreneurs and investors may aim at security and may be less 

prone to launch risky ventures . In 1950, however, some considerations 

should be given to the adjusting effect of population increase from the 

562,451 immi ants12 who have settled in this country from September 1945 

to the beginning of this year« 

Spengler, in this connection, writes, 

It would not be surprislng if the annual increment of growth 
(in Cana~ remained within the 200 - 250 thousand bracket 
for several decades, and i f the annual rate of birth centred 
around 1 . 5 per cent ••• • under these circumstances, popUlation 
total may approach and finally settle about twenty- five millions 
around the close of the centur.y. Of course, if immigration 
declines, and births f all below the three hundred thousand 
level, annual growth will fall below two hundred thousand .15 

The net immigration which he envisages would total some twenty to thirty 

thousand persons per year under present circumstances. 

Spengler's theory of the effect of such a population growth on 

capital formation is valuable here. He states that capital fonnation 

depends on two f actors: the ratio of capital to national income (which 

usually rises gradually in advanced economies), as well as t he rapidity 

with which Canadians feel per capita income should grow.14 He suggests 

that if we postulate a two per cent rate of per capita income formation 

l2u. Barkway, ttRow Many Immigrants do We Want 1", Saturday Night 
(Februar.y 14, 1950) 15. 

15 Spengler, op.cit., p. 4. 

l4Ibid• 5. -
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as the desired level, with an annual population growth rate of 1 . 5 per 

cent, about fourteen per cent of the national income will have to be 

saved each year in Canada to meet the annual increment Qf popu~atlon, 

and to maintain and improve present equipment. To the extent that other 

leakages to saving exist, the rate of saving will have to be increased 

15 over the fourteen per cent l evel. 

Tbe next step is to attempt to determine t he income-optimum 

population, which he defines as 1Ione of such size t hat , given it, per 

capita income approximates the highest ~evel attainable over an extended 

period of time, with cir cumstances other than population growth remaining 

put . illS He admits that the difficulty in determining it is considerable , 

since per capita income is governed by many circumstances in addition to 

mere r atio of popllation to resourees. Oni' method which yields a rough 

approximation is that of c()mparing the movement of the probable cost of 

domestically produced raw material (assuming raw material imports non

existent) with t he movement of factory wages. If the former tends to 

rise more rapidly t han the latter, it may be inferred that p0pulation 

growth will affect per capita income adversely . l7 

~Vhile the data a.t hand do not permit a preeise statement, 
they do suggest that the maximum annu~ growth rate the Canadian 
people stand willing voluntarily to accommodate for some time 
to come lies between 1 and 1 . 5 per cent, and almost certainly 
does not exceed 2 per cent . If this be the case, an annual 

lSIbid. 6 . -
l7rbid. 7, "Probable ra.w material costs should reflect the impact -of increasing use of domestic raw materials, while t he movement of 

factory wages reflects t he changes in division of l abour and the economies 
of scale which may follow popula.tion growth . fI 
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increase of not over two hundred thousand is indicated for 
some years to oome, until the population and the nationfe , 
income can be 'raised sufficiently above current levels . 8 

We cannot overlook, however, a fundamental characteristio of the 

Canadian economy, and one which raises a danger signal to over-optimistic 

immigration . To t he faroiliar statement that one out of every thr ee 

varkel's in Canada depends for his livelihood on the demand ot foreign 

markets for his product, one may add the following statement from the 

Commercial Intelligence Jo~rnal, 

rJ'hole regions of the Dominion and many of its major industries 
have always depended, and still depend, upon exports for their 
prosperity. Years hence, their reliance may be much less thaIl 
it is today, but the immediate prospect •••• is t hat manY 
sections of Canada and many of the greater Ca.nadian industr ies 
must live by exports .19 

Peaks of immigration in past years have come when a strong foreign 

demand for Canada's products stimulated an expansion in the economy. As 

long as the demand continues, Canada's capacity to absorb them is hi gh, 

but the present chaotic conditions of world trade offer little secur ity 

for t he future period. 20 The effect of the dollar difficulties is being 

felt by many of these export industr ies . Some of Canada's oldest customer s 

in the sterling area are entering into bilateral deals with non- dollar 

countries. Surplus capacity may appear in primary industries such as 

wheat, fish, lumber, and in some manufacturing industries. Offsetting, 

somewhat, t his dependence on external markets are the incr sing facilities 

for processing primary products in Canada (e. g. base metals which used t o 

19!!?!s!. 8 . 

19Commercial Intelligence Journal, September 2, 1944, p. 165, cited 
by Mrs . L .. I . Morgan, "Immigration, Emigration and External Trade",MS, 1949. 

2n..· ~Morgan, 0p. cit., p. 13. 
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be transported in a raw state) and the resource develo ent mentioned 

previously. Such developn.ents may lead to periods of expansion and , 

capital development, dependent, as in the past, on a strong d nd for 

Canadian production.. Under such circumstances, it seems possible that 

a numbe,r of immigrants could be absorbed without adding too great a 

burden. The availability of foreign markets is certainly one of the 

major limiting factors to a large-scale immigration progranme. n 6 must 

attempt to decrease rather than exaggerate the vulnerable position of 

the Canadian economy to fluctuations in external demand for her products. 

Nor does this mean that a policy of self-sufficiency would be less costly 

for Cana.da . 21 

The related problem of unemployment has been outline a by l abour 

union briefs. Whether immigration aggra.vates this condition or actually 

stimulates employment depends l a rgely on th circumstances. One recent 

article attempted to prove that immigration in Canada has had the l atter 

effect. By comparing tigur s of unemployment and recent migration for 

different regions, it judged that, 

there would be a better case for counting immigration among 
the f actors which have brought employment to an all-time 
bigh and put. the ' itomy' at a level newr reached before. 22 

One wonders whether a good part of this expansion was not the 

refleotion of the backlog of war and ear11 post-war consumer demand. 

210n prominent businessman, bowever, sees no pressing problem here, 
" estern nations must continue to trade the i r surpluses with each other, or 
they, and our a:f of lite, will die ... . There are still thousands of 
specialized fields of commercial, professional and personal service where 
we both need and can profit from Immigrationrt • • • J mes C. Duncan, "Immig : 
r ation: The Concern of Industry and Commerce, MS, 1945. ( eogr aphed), 
p. 15, 16. 

22Saturdal i ght, or. cit . , p. 13. 
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Still, this is no conclusive argument against immigration in its effects 

on employment . What does seem conclusive, is that immigrant must be 

selected to fill particular employment needs in the Country. Even then, 

a.s the immigration of Displaced Persons has shown, some frictional unem-

p10yment may result because immigrants so placed ha.ve drifted into other 

occupations. Spengler speaks of such s lection methods as 'specific' 

(as com, red to 'general t )2S and shows that the' difficulty ~ gauging 

accuratelY future specific labour requirements plus the possibility alreaqy 

mentioned of a shift in occupation, have convinced him that a more general 

selection (where the choice is based primarily on the imm1gr ant 's general 

potentialities) may result in more ready assimilation 'Of the ne -comers . 

This question of assimilation leads immediately to another related 

one, that of the migration of persons from Canada to the United Statese 

The very proximity of the country to the South, ith its influence on 

Canadian economic development -- not only finaneially but by the intro

duction into Canada from the United States of certain technological methods 

-- has made it easier for residents of Canada to take advantage ·of tbe 

long-standing non- quota entry as well as to ke friends in, and acquire 

knowledge of, the thriv.ing States. at practical steps co uld be taken 

to reduce this leakage, if not entice Canadians living in the United St ates 

,to r tum to their Homeland? Spengler24 sees this problem of the retention 

of immigrants (as well as native Canadians to some extent) as dependent 

upon two circumstances. The first is that employment opportunities would 

need to be expanding and appropriately balanced, with entry into industries 

25Spen.~ler, oe. cit., p. 11 . 

24Ibid, p . 12 . 
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fairly unrestricted. This of course ties in with the above mentioned 

trade and capital problems. ' In the second place, he feels that the 

transient sector could be reduced and assimilated into Canadian life by 

locating immigrants, whenever possible in relation to employment openings, 

in small communities. It is hoped that as Canada's economy becomes more 

highly industrialized and diversified , the differential in opportunities 

between the two countries will tend to disappear. 

Should some policy of selective and restrictive entry be deemed 

wise in view of the advantages ,and disadvantages briefly sketohed, the 

further consideration of the availability of prospective immigrants would 

arise. The conditions which produced the great outsurge of immigration 

from Europe have altered in recent years. The temporary supply of 

Displuced Persons may have obscured this basic change, and although suitable 

immigrants might be readily selected from such temporary sources for a 

few years, any long range policy must l ook beyond this supply • . Anything 

less than a steady flow, which could be expected and planned for by both 

business and labour, would accentuate business fluctuations -- nor does 

this imply that the flow might not be regulated within limits to the 

current state of health of the economy. Aside, then, from the desire 

of these homeless peoples to settle in a new country, the urg~ to emigrate 

has lessened -- both the pull and the }~sh motivations have weakened . 

The pull of easily settled agricultural land, which probabl y accounted 

for about one-half of the increase of one million and a quarter in 

Canada 's immigrant population between 1901-1921, has gone with the 

filling up of these areas, the increased size of farms and the trend to 

mechani zed f arming. The pull which began in the twenties and thirties 
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with the expansion of extracti ve and rnanufacturing industries in the Central 

pro.vinces continues to. some degree . 25 In general, t he high per capita 

income in Canada undoubtedly attracts imnigrants from lower inm me 

countries -- but so., in this regard, does American luxury •. 

The push forces, however , have undergone the greatest change. 26 

Since t he f irst Wo.rld War advancing industrialism in Western Europe has 

created new opport'lllrl ties for surplusru~ 1 population. '!be sharp decline 

in birth r ates, which COlWnenoed in the late nineteenth century, is begin-

ning to. reflect in aging popul ation symptoms, especiall y i n France, with 

the result that mo.et European governments are loath to lose their younger 

workers -- essentially the ones most desired by the country of immigr tion.27 

Ur. W.D. Forsyth, i n his bock, The Myth of Open Spaces, maintains that 

the problems of human elfare in t hickly populat ed ar s ar e better 

solved by social reforms ithin t he distressed area, t han by transporting 

l ar ge numbers to. some distant land.28 Even so, those countries in 

Eastern Europe , where agricultural population is stil l pronounced, are 

now cut off behind the Iron Curtain. Another l a r :;re potential En uree 

11es in the V{estern zone of Germany and Austria. In additi on, there may 

be Dutch citizens willing to migrate (the etherlan s Government is one 

of the f ew in Euro.pe encouraging immigration) as well as these from 

Scandinavia and Switzerland. Spengler29 quotes United Nations Reports 

25Protessor Hurd draws attention t o t he significant change in t he 
character and direct on of immi ant settlement atter 1920. W.B. Hurd, 
"Population Movements in Canada, 1921-51: Some further considE;lrationsU

, 

Canadian Journal of Economics and Politi gal Science, Vol. 1, NO . 2, May 1955. 

26Lucy I . Morgan , OP e cit. p. 9. 

27 H.Reappraising our I gration Policy", Annals of American Academy of 
Political and Soc1al Science, March, 1949. 

28Cited ~J Morgan, Ope cit., 10. 

29Spengler, Op e cit., 10. 
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which reysal that in a survey t aken among prospective immigr ants only 

twel ve per cent reported t hat they wanted to come to Canada, and of these, 

ninety-one per cent were from the United YJUngdom and eight per cent from 

the United Sta.tes . It is obvious from this alone that Canada cannot 

expect to have a ide choice of selection, if she can secure. immigrants at 

all . Britain sent 51,000 people in 1946; 46,057 in 1948; and 22, 201 

in 1949 to this Country. 30 The drop may be explained both in terms of a 

depleted labour force in Britain and, most important, in . terms of currency 

restrictions. At t he present time, an immigrant from Britain is allowed 

to bring over only $760. 00 a year for four years (in contrast to the 

previous figure of $4000.00 yearly) and this naturally increases the risk 

involved. The French, who have never readily emigrated, cannot bring over 

more than $500.00 apiece, the Netherlanders, (1mly $lOO.OO)a Over

populated Italy, with its poverty and unemployment, mi ght. present a larger, 

if more undesirable, supply. 

Although the economic considerations of future 1m: • gration policy 

seem to be the chief concern here, the question in reality, is further 

complicated b,y both military and humanitarian arguments for a more liberal 

policy. The former focuses its attention on the empty and detenceless 

Northland, while the l atter has in mind the Displ aced Persons in Europe. 

A compromise among these conflicting forees will clear ly be necessary. One 

authority52 has proposed t hat a "careful study of all as cts of the 

Canadian population question be undertaken by a Committee equipped wit h 

30Saturday Night, ee- cit., p. 15. 

51Ibi d. -
52Spengler, oe.eit. , p. 15 . 
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adequate funds and personnel" . No one, even partially comprehending the 

size and complexity of the problem, would dispute this suggestion. The 

number of variables are almost infinite; the possible eff ects on the 

economy more a matter of opinion than one of theory; even the goal 

prosperity, military security, and so forth - - is not agreed 11pon. 

As f t·as can be seen then, future immigration policy for Canada 

~'" will have~be fonnulated as a compromise among conflicting and, possibly, 

complementary goals. As far as the economic considerations are concerned, 

a furt her. compromise will be necessary -- one which maximizes the advantaO'es 

to be gained from irnmi ation, such as the stimulus to the production 

and consumption functions in the economy, the dismissal of the "declining 

rate of population gr th" bogey, as well fi8!iEftttti which minimizes the 

disadvantages. These include an increasing dependence on world trade, 

and the possibility of a falling standard of 11 ving if capital formation 

does not occur a t a sufficiently rapid pace . The solution ~eems to lie 

in a carefully regulated, flexible policy hose administratOrs would 

employ all available knowledge to anticipate and, if possible, <x>unter-

balance adverse turns in the economy 'by an adjusted now of immigrants. 

Even if this were practicably possible (and it may not be so for some time) 

two matters will need to be recognized -- the availability of suitable 

immigrants, and the .prevailing attitudes in Canada towards the question . 

The future of Canada hangs on the careful and intelligent balancing of 

these considerations. 
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